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The Time to Change
With the successful conclusion of the 46th Annual General

the e-registration system has brought to us. We are also

Meeting on the evening of 28 June 2021, may I invite

seizing every chance to reduce our carbon footprint to

readers to join me in welcoming the new members to

contribute to a more sustainable world. Following the

the Council, who will collectively direct and manage

Transactions online from the March 2021 issue, the Hong

institutional affairs in the coming Sessions, setting sail on our

Kong Engineer has now come to its last printed edition

voyage of change.

after 40 years. Members are encouraged to go digital and
continue enjoying the browsing through the journal online.

Earlier, we have advised that under the leadership of our
incoming President, Ir Edwin Chung, a roadmap for change

Digitalisation is another major area in which we are gaining

will be developed so as to equip the Institution to meet the

momentum. To keep all our initiatives moving along the

challenges ahead. I am now pleased to announce that

right track, a monitoring committee also under the steer

a management consultant has been engaged to kick

of the President has been formed to oversee the initiation

start the work. The process will be overseen by a steering

and implementation of various digitalisation measures that

committee set up under the auspices of the President.

are in the pipeline.

Before embarking any major changes, your opinion does
matter. To this end, a survey engaging all members will be

The past Session concluded auspiciously with the

conducted in the coming months. In order to have more

successful organisation of the HKIE Innovation Expo. We

direct feedback from you, a series of workshops and focus

were delighted to see experts and gifted innovators

group meetings will also be arranged later this year. We

across sectors coming together on this platform to

look forward to listening frank and genuine thoughts from

exchange views and discuss future collaboration. With

members as these will form the basis of the work ahead of

this achievement, the Enginpreneurs Hub started by

us. Our key mission in the year ahead will be exhausting all

Immediate Past President Ir Prof P L Yuen will continue to

means to provide value-added service to members and

run the core programmes of the Hub to support members

support them in their pursuit of professional development.

in realising their innovative ideas.

In the meantime, we have been taking steps to bring

There is nothing permanent except change and now

about improvements in our routine service to members.

it is the time to embrace it. The Institution is committed

In its last meeting in May 2021, the Council approved

to change what it is necessary to offer members the

the use of electronic tools for training logbooks and

most needed support in their pursuit of both professional

written exercises. If you have participated in the voting

and personal growth. It is to this end that we ask for your

for the Council Election on 28 June, you should also

understanding and active participation.

have witnessed the efficiency and effectiveness that

2
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International Women in Engineering Day
2021

The HKIE Annual Grand Ceremony cum Award Presentation

Every year, 23 June marks the International Women in

was held on 4 June 2021 at the Hong Kong Convention

Engineering Day. This is a day for raising the profile of

and Exhibition Centre. More than 200 members and guests

women in engineering and inspiring future generations

attended the event.

of female engineering talent to enter the profession. To

THE DRAGON & THE BEAVER

The HKIE Annual Grand Ceremony cum
Award Presentation

celebrate this important event and encourage more
The Institution was honoured to have the Chief Executive

women and especially younger ones to learn more about

of the HKSAR, The Honourable Mrs Carrie Lam Cheng

engineering as a career, the HKIE Task Force on Women

Yuet-ngor, as our principal guest and Mr Henry H L Fan,

in Engineering organised a webinar on 23 June 2021. The

Chairman of the Hospital Authority, as our guest of honour

event was well received by HKIE members, engineering

for the evening.

students and counterparts in the industry. More details of

Four engineering awards “HKIE Honorary Fellow”, “HKIE

the event will be reported in the next issue of the Journal.

Gold Medal”, “The President's Award” and “Young Engineer
of the Year Award” was conferred on Ir Prof C F Lee, Ir Prof
Norman W M Ko, Ir David C H Chang and Ir Ivy Y L Leung
respectively during this special occasion. Details of the
event can be found on pp 43-44 and awardees’ story can
be found on pp 13-34 of the journal.

The HKIE Innovation Expo
Echoing the theme of Session 2020/2021 “Believing is
Seeing - Innovation for Transformation”, the Institution
organised “The HKIE Innovation Expo” (the Expo) along
the theme “Engineering into Future” on 12 and 13 June
2021. The Expo was held at the CIC-Zero Carbon Park and
broadcasted live online. You can now view the Expo and
the events via the Expo’s virtual platform at
http://www.hkie-innoexpo.hk until 31 August 2021. The
event report will come in the next issue.

Education and Careers Expo 2021
The Institution will participate in the Education and
Careers Expo 2021 organised by the Hong Kong Trade
Development Council at the Hong Kong Convention and
Exhibition Centre from 15 to 18 July 2021. Members are
welcome to come and visit our booth (5F-C23) at the Expo
to show your support.

July 2021 I Hong Kong Engineer
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He said “As I am now retired, I am able to dedicate more of
my time to the Institution.”

Ir Chung’s journey
Ir Chung graduated from McGill University, Montreal, Canada
in 1977 and started his professional career with Binnies - an
esteemed British consulting firm. He continued working with
this company, except for a short period of time, before
and after his stay in Canada for his graduate studies in the
early 80s. He started as an assistant engineer, rose to top
management and became a Registered Principal of the
company. He is the longest incumbent professional in the
local operation of Binnies.

Ir Edwin
Chung,
the HKIE
President
for Session
2021/2022:
“It’s time to
change!”
With his passion to bring about changes in the
engineering field, Ir Edwin Chung Kwok-fai, President
of The Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (HKIE) for
Session 2021/2022, will leverage his over 40 years of
experience hoping to make the industry better.

After joining the HKIE as a Member early in 1985, Ir Chung who was a renowned geotechnical engineer with established
expertise in slopes, underground structures and foundations embarked on his journey of serving the Institution and brought
to Members the recreational joy and social benefits through
his favourite sport - golf. Around 1998, he became one of
the founding Committee Members of the HKIE Golf Society
(HKIEGS). Among his many memories of the HKIE, he finds that
this sport, which he is so fond of, has brought him closer to the
Institution.
“I am grateful to have met countless fellow engineers
throughout my career, and made many friends. Golf is one
of the many incredible things that have tied us together,” he
enthuses. “I am honoured to have the chance to represent
the HKIE in winning the inter-society golf team competition,
and in 2007 I scored hole-in-one during an HKIEGS golf outing.
I was also winner of the HKIE Master’s Championship.”

As a founding Committee Member of the HKIE Golf Society (HKIEGS), Ir Chung has tied
members together with golf

July 2021 I Hong Kong Engineer
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With his vision of changing and reshaping the landscape of
the profession with the HKIE, Ir Chung has contributed to the
industry as an active HKIE member in various Committees
and Boards over the past 20 years. This includes chairing the
Geotechnical Division of the Institution in Session 2011/2012. In
2018, he was elected Vice President of the HKIE.
“Once I led a delegation of more than 20 members to visit
caverns in Finland and Norway. And I also went to Guiyang
to witness the engineering wonders of poverty alleviation
programme there.”

The site of HKU Centennial Campus before completion

“In this project, the team built caverns inside the hill in HKU to
house the service reservoirs and create vacant land for the
development of the HKU Centennial Campus. The relocation
was completed within 900 days, resulting in a “win-win-win
situation” not only for the local residents and the Government,
but also for the HKU, Water Supplies Department (WSD), and
the contractor.

Ir Chung and the HKIE Geotechnical Division’s delegation visiting a cavern in the Nordic
which has a 90-m span and the ice hockey field inside can house 5,000 persons

In addition to his roles in the HKIE, Ir Chung was a Director
of Black and Veatch (Hong Kong) Limited and CRE
administrating major civil engineering projects. Along his
journey of over 40 years of practical experience in both public
and private projects in Hong Kong and the Pearl River Delta,
Ir Chung has participated in many engineering projects that
have helped to make him who he is today.
Among them, one of the most notable works was a project
for The University of Hong Kong (HKU). This was an innovative

The model of the HKU Centennial Campus

and environmentally friendly scheme to house existing service
reservoirs inside caverns to make room for the development
of the Centennial Campus of the HKU. Ir Chung planned,
designed and supervised the construction of this notable
project.
He notes, “Hong Kong has been facing land shortage
problems for many decades. To tackle this, our team was the
first in Hong Kong to adopt such scheme for water storage to
release surface land for other usages.”

Ir Chung outside the cavern which houses the Western Salt Water Service Reservoir

6
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“It has always been my belief that one is more blessed by
giving than receiving. I find a feeling of bliss in myself when I
lend a helping hand to others, especially those in need,” he
enthuses.
Ir Chung is also active in volunteering for the local community,
frequently by offering engineering services. He was also
involved in the Sowers Action initiative to rebuild schools
in remote areas of Sichuan affected by the devastating
earthquake in 2008.

Ir Chung’s note
Ir Chung inside the cavern

Ir Chung reckons that his extensive experience in civil and
geotechnical engineering has positively prepared him to be

“It was a huge success for our team as the public may not
be aware of the WSD facilities even when they are in the
Centennial Campus. But it would not have been such a
marvel without the help and trust of many involved parties,”
he adds.
In the beginning, the public were sceptical about the
feasibility of the project as it was a brand new idea. However,
with his passion and dedication, Ir Chung overcame the
obstacles along with his team, and like a general leading his
soldiers into a battlefield, he and his elite force were able to
come out victoriously.
As a pioneer in constructing such project in Hong Kong where
facilities are built invisibly inside a cavern, Ir Chung’s work set
an excellent example for similar projects in the future where

the President of the HKIE.
He believes that his personal experience as well as the
experience he has gained through the large scale public and
private projects in his professional career enable him to put
himself into the shoes of different stakeholders.
With years of experience in working and dealing with
diversified situations in private, public and rural sectors,
Ir Chung reckons that communication is the key to success,
and he will apply the communication skills he has acquired in
his many roles, as the President of the Institution.
Facing the many unknowns that lie ahead, he will strive to
overcome obstacles with good communication, and in
a down-to-earth and pragmatic manner.

land and space were ‘created’ for development. In the past
decade, the Government has integrated this idea into many
of their works to create more land in the city.

Serving the local community

Session 2021/2022 - Time to
Change
With a legacy of over seven decades, and despite the
many contributions the Institution has made to Hong Kong’s

In the past 20 years, Ir Chung has also served as a committee

acclaimed development, the HKIE is facing unprecedented

member for local communities including rural committees

challenges. It needs to tackle problems such as the perceived

and the Heung Yee Kuk, due to him being an indigenous

prolonged institutional undertakings, procedural impediments

villager of Lam Tsuen in the Tai Po area.

affecting different pathways to attaining professional
qualification; an inadequate voice of the engineers in society

“My father was a village leader and an Executive Committee

and a lack of vitality in the institutional image.

Member of the Tai Po Rural Committee and some trade
organisations. Since I was young, I have witnessed my family

“Introducing change is always difficult. It requires doing things

dealing with various issues for the village,” he said. “I well

in the right way, at the right time with the right mindset,”

understand that many development projects involve the use

Ir Chung emphasises. In Session 2021/2022, Ir Chung will take

of land in the New Territories, and as an indigenous villager, I

the helm and pave the way to shape the landscape of the

hope to create a win-win situation for both developers and

Institution and the engineering industry in Hong Kong.

villagers.”
July 2021 I Hong Kong Engineer
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The third component involves continued efforts to enhance

voices calling for changes to the Institution. This year, as a

the image of engineers and uplift the professional status of

President myself, I am going to sow the seeds of hope and put

engineers in society at large. Whilst members are expected

them into action.”

to identify their needs and undertake continuous professional

COVER STORY

He says, “In the last few years, we have been hearing stronger

development, the Institution can explore training and
Under the theme of “Time to Change” in Session 2021/2022,

collaborating opportunities. Quality and high-level advice

the HKIE is committed to a higher degree of proactiveness in

from the Institution will help to build up engineers’ professional

problem solving and nurturing a culture of change. Ir Chung

image.

is a strong believer that change is a long journey involving
planning and extensive refinement along the way. To this

The fourth component is maintaining the Innovation Hub

end he will develop a roadmap with a vision to have visible

to further foster the culture of embracing and pursuing

and foreseeable changes over the next five years, and also

innovation. Ir Chung will continue the hard work of

a detailed plan for future presidents to carry on engaging

Ir Prof P L Yuen, President of the HKIE for Session 2020/2021,

members and nurturing a culture of change.

who set up “The Enginpreneurs Hub” (EP Hub) to drive
members in their on-going pursuit of innovation in the city,

The preliminary roadmap consists of five key components:

and thus to enhance an innovation ecosystem in Hong Kong.

The first component is to pursue digitalisation, which will offer

In Session 2021/2022, the goal is set to transform the EP

tools to achieve a comprehensive landscape change and

Hub into more of an interactive Innovation Club, ensuring

bring improved efficiency to various institutional undertakings.

that innovators are supported by a network of like-minded

This will also offer a pertinent solution to the impact of

colleagues and specialists, involved in the various steps of

COVID-19 on the operations of the Institution. The current

the innovation process and also in helping the culture of

system architecture and software support for daily operations

innovation in the engineering industry to germinate.

will be updated, along with high-level security protection
of confidential information and data. Plans will also include

With the Innovation Club, the Institution will continue to

revamping the Institution website, introducing mobile apps

inspire engineers to bring their ideas to life and encourage

and reviewing social media strategies to enhance the visibility

a change of mindset towards innovation. This may be through

of the Institution and engineers in the public arena.

different applications of existing approaches or technologies
that can help drive productivity, efficiency and enhance

The second component is to increase members’ satisfaction

project delivery outcomes, which in turn will contribute to the

and hence their perception of membership value through the

sustainable development of society and further economic

enhancement of the Institution’s service and by providing an

growth.

enriched user experience. Understanding a high proportion
of members are inactive in Institutional affairs, Ir Chung is

“While we now have a strong linkage with professionals, we

committed to working on developing a closer connection

hope to closely connect with academics to bring up the

and increasing the engagement between the Institution and

future engineering leaders,” he adds.

the members with the goal of increasing the number of active
members by 1 - 2% in Session 2021/2022.

For the fifth component, the HKIE is dedicated to upholding
a robust governance structure as the cornerstone for

This can be achieved by improving value-added services,

continuous improvement. It is now opportune to revamp the

such as streamlining processes of event registration,

Institution’s governance to more effectively recognise and

enhancing information delivery to members, while at the

adapt to changing demands and new circumstances. It will

same time, encouraging exchanges among members to

be necessary to set up temporary committees and task forces

establish cohesion and enrich their sense of belonging.

to undertake in depth assessments.

With Ir Chung being retired now, he stresses that he will spend

Whilst the current pandemic has negatively impacted the

more time engaging with members. In this way he will gain

global economy, environment and society, Ir Chung now

a deeper understanding of their needs and wants. Ir Chung

sees an auspicious time for change. Facing the uncertainties

believes that increasing members’ satisfaction is the key to

ahead, Ir Chung is committed to devoting his professional

nurturing and uniting talents in the industry.

knowledge and time to the challenge, as well as nurturing

July 2021 I Hong Kong Engineer
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Ir Chung is in civil while his wife and two sons are in electrical.

engineering profession as a whole.

Ir Chung and his two sons studied in the same engineering
school in Vancouver, Canada. Though his wife and sons are in

Emerging trends in the Greater
Bay Area and AI smart technology
In view of the fast developing society, Ir Chung sees the
emerging trends of the Greater Bay Area development and

electrical, they work in different areas. His wife is in electrical,
sons are in modern subjects with one in AI/big data and
the other in electronic/chip design. His engineering family

COVER STORY

a culture of transformation for the Institution and the

provides him a good learning ground and prepares him to
interface with other engineering disciplines in the Institution.

AI smart technology as having immense potential, but also
presenting challenges at the same time. He feels that, with
the current pandemic leading to a worldwide lockdown,
global trade has been experiencing a significant slowdown
as a result of the impacted supply chains and manpower
shortages. Against this backdrop, young professionals are
likely to opt for staying in the city when they look for jobs.
Ir Chung maintains a positive outlook, however, and is looking
forward to seeing changes after the virus has settled.

Words for engineering talent
Since embarking on his engineering journey more than four
decades ago, Ir Chung has been endeavouring to help
young talent and give back to society. Always bearing his

Ir Chung with his two sons in UBC Engineering School when they were kids. They then
followed their father’s footsteps and studied in this engineering school

motto of “be humble in life” in mind, he is always excited for
the unknown that lies ahead.

Balancing work and personal life

He advises young professionals to be open-minded, friendly

Despite his many roles, Ir Chung embraces the contemporary

and to never make enemies. “We can always learn a valuable

concept of maintaining a good work-life balance. “Work

lesson from others. Also, we will never know who are the ones

hard, play hard,” he says.

that can help us grow and go the extra mile,” he emphasises.
The sports enthusiast loved all kinds of sports when he was
He continues, “Be considerate and ambitious - this is how we

young. Turning into a golf lover in his early forties, however, he

can make lives much better.”

then realised that golf has become the sport that he could
never live without. After several years, he has become one of

Amidst the current pandemic, Ir Chung reckons that

the top golfers among engineers in town.

engineering professionals can serve the community by
utilising their expertise in carrying out planning, as well as

In the past 20 years, he has made a habit of golfing regularly

immediate and remedial actions. Engineers can take part

once or twice a week. “It has given me many joyful times and

in town planning; creating land and building layouts; and

lots of fun with my friends and my wife. With golf, I have also

offering services for buildings. Engineers have also proved

expanded my social circle in the engineering field.” In recent

their capabilities in undertaking fast-paced construction for

years, Ir Chung has also discovered a love for hiking. He loves

quarantine camps and temporary hospitals; or design and

to explore the unparalleled beauty of nature in the city.

supervise remedial measures for existing drainage discharge
systems.

He is also an enthusiastic gourmet. “Pairing fine gastronomic
delights with a nice glass of wine is surely one of the great

Engineering family

pleasures in life,” he recollects.

All members of Ir Chung’s family are engineers with iron ring (for
engineers graduated from Canadian Engineering schools).

July 2021 I Hong Kong Engineer
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The Honorary Fellow 2021 Ir Prof C F Lee
A Humanitarian Fellow
Geotechnical Engineering from the University of Western
Ontario (UWO), Canada.
He explains, “Water resources management is actually
a multi-disciplinary field, with geotechnical engineering being
crucial in the construction of dams and dykes. Canada has
a pretty reputable record of water resources management
and hydropower development. So that is why I went there.”
After obtaining his PhD, Ir Prof Lee taught at UWO and the
University of Toronto. He then joined Ontario Hydro in 1975,
where he began his outstanding professional engineering
career working and volunteering on numerous major water
resources management, hydropower and nuclear energy
projects.

Ir Prof C F Lee

HKIE’s Honorary Fellow 2021 Ir Prof Lee Chack-fan has had
distinguished nearly 45-year career as a well-respected
professional engineer and academic/educator in the
Canadian and Hong Kong tertiary education sector. He has

Uniting academia and engineering
practice
In 1994, Ir Prof Lee returned to Hong Kong and joined his
alma mater HKU as Professor of Geotechnical Engineering,
and later also served as Pro-Vice-Chancellor and Director of
HKU School of Professional and Continuing Education.

made incredible contributions to numerous global projects
and education initiatives to improve living conditions in
developing countries. He is a truly inspiring humanitarian
engineer.

Aspiring humanitarian early in life
In his youth, Ir Prof Lee read many books about life in rural
China. He was disturbed by the difficult lives of many
rural families who were affected by disastrous floods and
droughts. He was eager to help address the problem so
aspired to become a water resources engineer.

Serving on the Slope Safety Technical Review Board, Geotechnical Engineering
Office, December 2000

He attended The University of Hong Kong (HKU) where he

Of his official return to academia after 20 years in

received a Bachelor in Civil Engineering and a Master in

engineering practice, he explains, “I returned to an

Engineering in 1968 and 1970 respectively. He continued

engineering research career in order to address some of the

graduate studies in Canada, which brought him a step

more technical problems while nurturing young engineering

closer to his aspiration. In 1972, Ir Prof Lee earned a PhD in

talent at the same time.”
July 2021 I Hong Kong Engineer
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He continues, “Throughout my engineering career, I often

Ir Prof Lee adds, “Also technically and culturally rewarding

have to assume project management responsibilities.

were various dam safety and flood risk management

However, whenever technical challenges arose, I would

projects in Indonesia funded by the Asian Development

always find time for in-depth research studies in order to

Bank. Being an Islamic country, most of the local co-workers

solve the technical problems. For example, in the nuclear

had to stop working and pray five times a day. In each

field, there were technical problems such as the seismic

country where I volunteered, I had the good fortune of

qualification of nuclear power plants, the geological

learning about its history and culture.”

disposal and nuclear waste. As a result of my research
studies, some engineering solutions were developed and a

Ir Prof Lee’s other dam safety and flood risk management

number of journal papers were published over the years. This

projects in China:

made it possible for me to switch from an engineering to an
academic career.”

Contributing to humanity as an
engineer
In his professional capacity, Ir Prof Lee has served as
technical advisor to water resources management and
hydropower projects in developing countries funded by
the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the United
Nations Development Plan, the Canadian International
Development Agency and the International Atomic Energy
Agency.

In a test adit of the Lijiaxia dam site, upper Yellow River, Qinghai Province, China,
August 1984

One of the most rewarding projects he volunteered for was
the Ertan Dam, an arch dam on the Yalong River in Southern
Sichuan Province, financed with a US$766 million loan from
the World Bank. He says, “It was technically rewarding
because we had to deal with high stresses in bedrock
during underground construction. It was also intellectually
rewarding because the dam site was located in the Yi
Minority territory, with very colourful folklore and unique
ethnic culture.”

Making a presentation at a feasibility review meeting of the Three Gorges Project,
Wuhan, China, July 1985. (The subject of discussion was the progressive inward
movement of the rock walls of the five-stage ship lock system, particularly related to
its impact on gate closures. Based on his experience overseas, Ir Prof Lee predicted
that it should not be a problem, with granite being the host rock as compared to
shale and shaly limestone. This turned out to be the case upon project completion)

At the site of the Ertan hydropower project (3,300 MW, arch dam), in Liangshan,
southern Sichuan, on the Yalong River, with Yi minority villagers, January 1992

On a site reconnaissance cruise of the Han River, Hubei Province, August 1988
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Promoting Chinese culture in Hong
Kong

Ir Prof Lee has authored over 300 technical papers. He feels

Ir Prof Lee has been passionate about preserving and

the proudest of his research on soil nailing technology. Ir Prof

promoting Chinese culture in Hong Kong through

Lee exclaims, “I am proud of the development, application

organisations such as the Hong Kong Institute for Promotion

and validation of soil nailing technology as a means of

of Chinese Culture, Lord Wilson Heritage Trust and West

stabilising stopes in Hong Kong. It is now widely used in Hong

Kowloon Cultural District Authority. He thus explains his

Kong and overseas.”

passion, “Hong Kong is a cultural hub, where Chinese culture

HKIE AWARDS

Inspiring prolific researcher and
author

mingles and blends with cultures of the world. As a result,
Chinese culture is enriched and enhanced. Understanding,
appreciating and respecting the cultures of other nations is
a necessity for sustainable global peace.”

Improving life in remote rural China
Ir Prof Lee’s desire to help others improve their lives through
education led him to establish the Fu Hui Education
Foundation some 25 years ago. He modestly explains,
“This foundation is a rather low-key charity with little
publicity. It has provided scholarships and bursaries for some
50,000 college students, funded construction of more than
At the Jockey Club Centre for Landslip Prevention and Land Development, HKU,
where the research focus was soil nailing technology development and validation,
November 2000

300 schools and 60 hospitals, and supported the education
and well-being of 5,000 orphans.”

Achieving recognition as a lifetime
humanitarian
Ir Prof Lee’s unwavering tireless dedication and contribution
to enhancing the engineering profession, improving
education, promoting Chinese culture and helping
humanity for nearly 45 years have inspired many of whom he
has crossed paths, leading to global acclaim.
Ir Prof Lee remains humble about his far-reaching
outstanding contributions in so many capacities. He
The HKU soil nailing research team, at the Ma On Shan cut slope test site, with
Ir Prof George Tham, Ir Prof Quentin Yue, Ir Dr Li Aiguo and others, November 2000

explains, “I am basically just a veteran volunteer. The mission
that each of the organisations I am involved with could not
be achieved without the collective effort of the entire team

Ir Prof Lee has also authored 20 books on Buddhist

of volunteers and co-workers.”

philosophy. He asserts, “The two basic principles of Buddhist
philosophy are the same as the scientific or engineering

Words of wisdom he shares with young people who wish to

approach that we engineers use every day. Buddhism’s two

pursue their passion in engineering is summed up as follows,

basic principles are (1) Cause and Effect: for everything that

“Excel in whatever you do, and the rest will come together

occurs, there is a cause behind it, and (2) Four-Step Solution:

by itself. Be considerate and helpful to others.” Ir Prof Lee

whenever a problem occurs, find out its root cause, then find

has indeed lived by these words of wisdom throughout his

a viable solution and finally implement the solution to solve

distinguished life achieving his aspiration to be

the problem.”

a humanitarian engineer.

July 2021 I Hong Kong Engineer
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Ir Prof Norman Ko has been extremely successful in all he

world. He worked to improve the understanding of their

has set his mind to. One can envision him as a Renaissance

mechanism and flow dynamics. He explains, “I was very

Man, as was Leonardo Da Vinci, who is well-rounded and

fortunate in establishing that the basic mechanism of flow

brilliant - highly educated, self-taught, analytical, scientific,

noise was caused by the excitation of the instability layer

artistic, athletic, humble, entrepreneurial, well-travelled,

and the interactions of the flow structures generated.”

HKIE AWARDS

The HKIE Gold Medal 2021 Ir Prof Norman W M Ko
A gold renaissance man
compassionate and philosophical. Ir Prof Ko’s long list of
contributions, achievements and accolades is remarkable.

When he resumed his research at HKU, no active research
in Fluid Mechanics existed in Hong Kong. He organised

Highly educated
“Since childhood, I have been interested in many things
such as aeroplanes, books and arts,” says Ir Prof Ko. “I built
model aeroplanes and started a business when I was in
primary school.” Discovering his school’s library, he joyfully

international conferences, inviting over 300 participants
from 50 countries. He recalls, “The aims were to explore
further and exchange ideas for the better understanding of
all branches of Fluid Mechanics.” To enable young research
students to participate, he set registration fees at an
affordable level.

read about Ancient Greek, Roman and Renaissance arts.
“My perpetual curiosity is what drives me forward,” he

On describing his passion for teaching the younger

enthuses.

generation, “My work is not ‘a job’, but ‘an interest’, in which
I search for aim, enjoyment and higher plateau.” To the

His dream was to become an aeronautical engineer.
As no such programme was offered in Hong Kong, he
studied Mechanical Engineering at The University of Hong

younger generation, he advises, “Keep an open mind, watch,
ask and attempt. These are the important and necessary
ingredients, not only for engineers, but for all of us.”

Kong (HKU). His formal learning continued with a Doctor
of Philosophy and earned a Doctor of Science from the
respectively. In 1995, he earned his Doctor of Science from

Self-taught - underwater diver,
photographer, inventor

HKU.

While in secondary school, Ir Prof Ko borrowed a mask

University of Southampton, England in 1969 and 2004

and snorkel. He reminisces, “As soon as I put my head

An educator, scientific researcher
and engineer

underwater, I was fascinated by the marine life.” While
studying for his PhD in the UK, he started aqualung diving,
and took up underwater photography in 1964.

Ir Prof Ko was a Chair Professor in the Department of
Mechanical Engineering at HKU, until he retired in 2000. He

He says, “My love of underwater beauties tempted me to

continues to be an Emeritus Professor and Honorary Professor

record them. I spent nearly all my resources and vacations

in the Department of Mechanical Engineering.

in oceans around the world.” In 1970, his eye for capturing
marine life won him the gold and silver medals from the

He has published extensively in international journals and

Underwater Federation of Hong Kong.

conference proceedings, including over 240 research
papers on fluid dynamics and sound.

Describing underwater camera technology at that time,
Ir Prof Ko explains, “It did not give me the satisfaction of

When he researched jet noise in the UK, the noise pollution
of jet engine aircrafts was a severe problem around the

good photographs…. so as an engineer, I tried to improve it.”
His underwater camera invention has three patents.

July 2021 I Hong Kong Engineer
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His love of diving and marine life led to advocating for Hong
Kong’s marine heritage. In the 1980s, he proposed to build a
marine park in Hong Kong. His dream is “that all Hong Kong
waters will become one marine park, which will act as
a refuge and nestling places. I am sure engineers have the
expertise to help realising this dream.”

A talented artist
At 41, while doing research at the Cambridge University,
his wife guided him into the arena of art. He shares, “At my
age and with no formal education and training in fine art,
I started a late and dubious journey. Very soon, it became
a journey of no return.”
Ir Prof Ko started sculpting in 1979 and just four years later,
won the Urban Council Fine Arts Award for Sculpture.
He has held 25 solo exhibitions in sculpture, painting,
underwater photography and installation art, and has
participated in over 70 joint exhibitions. Also, he has
delivered 27 lectures on sculptural art and photography.
The HKU Library recently established a collection of his
250,000 photographs of world sculptures. He elaborates, “The
collection took me more than 50 years of visiting more than
50 countries around the world.”
Artwork by Ir Prof Ko entitled “Sky is the limit” in 1994

Artwork by Ir Prof Ko entitled “Warrior I” in 1979
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Artwork by Ir Prof Ko entitled “With the wind” in 1997

Ir Prof Ko was a pioneer in the control of noise pollution in
Hong Kong. He laments, “When I came back from the UK
some 50 years ago, noise pollution control was non-existent.
Hong Kong had all the different types of noise - aircraft,

HKIE AWARDS

Compassionate about the
environment and education

traffic, construction, industrial and community. Coupled with
its high rise nature, I promulgated ‘Hong Kong is the noisiest
city in the world!’ It was a reputation not to be proud of.”
He believes engineers must shoulder much responsibility
for improving the environment. “Engineering is involved in
all aspects of life, our development of better education,
quieter appliances, methods, processes and a quiet working
environment. Thus, the consciousness of engineers is the
ingredient.”
His most satisfying reward was seeing the Government
earmark funds for a more suitable study environment in
schools. He feels this is necessary for the welfare of future
generations.

Ir Prof Ko applying patina to bronze sculpture entitled “Mother and child” in 2004

Accolades for contributions

Engineering, science and art

When asked how he has managed to achieve so much

Entering the art arena was enlightening. He explains,

drive me forward with fulfilment.”

during his lifetime, Ir Prof Ko replies, “Enthusiasm and passion

“It dawned on me that the difference between engineering
and art was only the difference in the initial conception.

Some of his accolades include:

I do not categorise my works into different arenas. They are
merely the outcomes of my perpetual search.”

For education: Honorary Fellow of The Open University of
Hong Kong, Honorary Fellow of HKU, University Fellow of

Ir Prof Ko humbly continues, “My engineering background

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

gives me confidence in attempting to create large sculptures,
especially in the severe typhoon environment of Hong Kong.

In the arts: Fellow Member of the UK Royal Society of Arts,

After I have the initial concept, its feasibility, fabrication,

Member of the Chinese Artists Association

transportation and installation are all purely engineering.”
As a Chartered Engineer: Fellow Member of The Hong Kong
Many of his dynamic sculptures are on display around Hong

Institution of Engineers, Honorary Fellow of the Hong Kong

Kong. His tallest sculpture is indeed an engineering and

Institute of Acoustics

artistic feat - 19 m high with base dimensions of only
300 x 500 mm.

On receiving the HKIE Gold Medal 2021, he enthuses,
“It is my finest award in which the HKIE acknowledges, apart

From his readings of ancient Greek philosophers, Ir Prof Ko

from my contribution in engineering, my contribution in

came to understand there is “no distinction between art and

art. The ‘broadened’ inclusion of other disciplines, besides

science. It is the searches of oneself and of the unknown.”

engineering, in the deliberation for the award is with
foresight and nobility!”
In the eyes of the Institution, the choice of Ir Prof Ko,
a Renaissance Man, requires little deliberation.

July 2021 I Hong Kong Engineer
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“Everything you touch and use is related to engineering. You
need an engineer from the moment you wake up.”

the GEO. Those he remembers vividly and are still having

This belief motivated Ir David Chang to become

•

huge impact on the community are:

a professional engineer. He wanted to solve problems that

works, disused tunnels and landfill restoration works;
•

Statutory checking of government and private designs of

•

Deputy Controller for the organisation of the Government

After receiving his Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering in

geotechnical works;

from the Japanese Government to further his study

landslip and rockfall emergency system and overall

in Master’s Degree at the Asia Institute of Technology
in Bangkok and obtained his Master of Engineering in

Management of consultants engaged in the
investigation, monitoring, design and construction of LPM

are important to everyday life, and to help make life better.

1975 from National Taiwan University, he won a scholarship

HKIE AWARDS

The President’s Award 2021 Ir David C H Chang
Engineering for a better life

coordination of on-duty emergency teams;
•

Geotechnical Engineering in 1979.

Advisor on geotechnical related subvention projects for
the Education Department (now known as Education
Bureau) and Social Welfare Department of the HKSAR

After obtaining his Bachelor Degree, he worked with a

Government, Hospital Authority, and University and

contractor in the initial stage of the construction of Hong

Polytechnic Grants Committee (now known as University

Kong’s MTR. Later, he joined the engineering consultancy

Grants Committee);

firm, Binnie & Partners, after earning his Master’s Degree. In

•

1983, he joined the Geotechnical Engineering Office (GEO)

rock products in Hong Kong to ensure adequate supply

of the Civil Engineering and Development Department
(CEDD) of the HKSAR Government, formerly known as
Geotechnical Control Office. His nearly 30-year career

Monitoring of demand and supply of aggregates and
to the construction and building industries; and

•

Overall supervision of quarry rehabilitation contracts and
control of rock crushers.

with the GEO was diverse and challenging. He says, “I am
blessed to gain valuable work experience by working as
a contractor, a consultant and a client throughout my
engineering career.”

Keeping Hong Kong safe and stable
His first major task upon joining the GEO was to stabilise all
unstable slopes along King’s Road on the Hong Kong Island.
Ir Chang reminisces, “Back then, Island Eastern Corridor
was under construction, so King’s Road was very congested
and frequent slope failure led to closure of traffic lanes,
causing serious disruptions to the public.” Working as both a
designer and contract administrator, he led two contracts

Visiting the Legislative Council in 2012

to complete this massive task in four years. These were the

many standard drawings for use in LPM works which were

Engaging the community through
engineering

adopted and are still used today as CEDD’s Standard

Ir Chang’s sense of duty to contribute to society, the

Drawings. Engineers are problem solvers for society.”

engineering profession and the nurture of young engineers

first two batches of slopes under the Landslip Preventive
Measures (LPM) programme. He proudly states, “I prepared

led him to become an extremely active member in
In addition to the stabilisation of the steep slopes along

the Institution. Since 1997, he has been a Professional

King’s Road, Ir Chang also took up many important roles in

Assessment Assessor of the Institution, helping to ensure
July 2021 I Hong Kong Engineer
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that new members are well-qualified as engineers. In 2010,
he was elected as HKIE Council Member. During his four
years with the Council, he contributed his talents by joining
many committees including Planning Committee, Finance
& Investment Committee, Staff Resources Committee,
Alternative Dispute Resolution Committee, Management
Committee, and Public Relations Committee. He believes
that it is one of the most effective ways to gain a full
understanding of the organisation and operation of the
Institution. Ir Chang has also served as a Member of the
Engineers Registration Board from 2012 to 2020, and an
Ex-officio Member of the Administration Board and the HKIE
Transactions Committee.
Since 2014, he has been the Deputy Chairman of the
Journal Editorial Committee (JEC) that monitors the
development of the monthly Journal of the Institution and
was later appointed as the Chairman in 2017. His wish the

Visiting the Multi-Stars School of Hope in Sichuan in 2013 during construction of
school buildings

Apart from volunteering with HKIE, Ir Chang has also served
as School Supervisor/Manager for a number of schools over
the years. He was also the Chairman of CEDD Geotechnical
Engineers’ Association between 2005 and 2011.

Journal can become a professional monthly publication
of the Institution that members are proud of and which
meets their diverse interests. To achieve this goal, Ir Chang

Value-adding as a lifelong journey

enriches the content of the Journal by inviting Government

Since retiring from the Government, Ir Chang has mentored

bureaux/departments, HKIE Divisions/Disciplines and related

aspiring professional engineers as Training Manager and

professional organisations to contribute articles. He also

Engineering Supervisor overseeing the HKIE Scheme “A”

initiated the digital transformation of the Journal. To be

Graduate Training with SMEC Asia Limited. He sees it as the

kind to the environment and to encourage engineering

duty of professional engineers to nurture and guide the next

knowledge transfer, the Journal will become a paperless

generation. To young engineers, he advises, “Discharge your

and online-only publication from August 2021 and onwards.

professional responsibilities with integrity, dignity, fairness
and courtesy. Learn from others as there is always something

After the major earthquakes in Sichuan in 2008 and 2013,

you can learn from your team members. If you plan one

Ir Chang participated in joint projects held by the HKIE

step forward, you are a good engineer. If you plan two steps

Geotechnical Division and Sowers Action to supervise and

forward, you are a team leader!”

check the construction of school buildings to ensure the
quality of the rebuilt structures. When asked what he finds

Summing up his contribution to engineering and society

most fulfilling about volunteering, Ir Chang explains, “I met

at large, he modestly claims, “As engineers, we should

many prominent and influential leaders in the industry…

be value-adding to any organisation and endeavour to

and I learned a lot from them… and have good connection

achieve a win-win situation whenever we can.” Ir Chang

with brilliant engineers to work hand-in-hand with them to

has indeed gone beyond excellence in achieving his and

contribute to society. This also helps me develop my career

society’s vision of a true professional engineer who makes

because most of us share the same vision.”

Hong Kong peoples’ life better.

Visiting the School of Hope at Shiquan Xiang (石泉鄉) in Sichuan in 2013 after the
completion of the school building

Appreciating tea culture during leisure times
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Young Engineer of the Year
Award 2021 - Ir Ivy Y L Leung
Gear up and be motivated to
reach the goals
“It is the mechanics that drive the motions and allow us to

environmental engineering projects for sewage, waste and

do more powerful things. It teaches us to ‘gear up and be

water treatment. These include Stonecutters Island Sewage

motivated to reach the goals’.” This is why Ir Ivy Leung chose

Treatment Works, Integrated Waste Management Facilities

a career in mechanical engineering. She wants to contribute

(IWMF) and Tai Po Water Treatment Works. For the IWMF, it

to the community with her professional engineering

will be the first waste-to-energy plant for municipal waste

knowledge and believes that engineers are the ones who

in Hong Kong. With no precedent to reference to, Ir Leung

steer the world forward in improving the living standard of

had to learn the technologies from scratch by herself. She

humankind.

recalls, “I worked with specialists from Germany to bring the
waste treatment profession to Hong Kong while designing

Gearing up as an engineer
“Always stay humble to learn is a key attitude for success”

the plant to suit local characteristics and modifying the
design to enhance the overall efficiency. I think it’s the new
challenges that keep me motivated.”

is the mantra that drives her to excellence as she pursues
her engineering career. To obtain a top notch foundation
in engineering, she attended Imperial College London and
received her Master in Mechanical Engineering in 2010.
Returning to Hong Kong after graduation, Ir Leung put
her career plan into motion - to become well-rounded in
managing engineering projects by exploring the diverse
roles of contractor, consultant and the Government. She
started her engineering career with contracting firm ATAL
Engineering Ltd as she wanted to understand on-site
operation and working culture. To gain design experience,
she then joined consultancy firm AECOM Asia Co Ltd where
she was qualified as a chartered engineer. Afterwards, she
joined the Electrical and Mechanical Services Department

Working for environmental projects in Stonecutters Island Sewage Treatment Works

(EMSD) of the HKSAR Government and is currently under

Volunteering and mentoring

secondment to the Drainage Services Department (DSD)

Ir Leung’s volunteer spirit began in the UK when she

responsible for public works projects.

volunteered on construction-related projects during her
study. Upon returning to Hong Kong, she was chosen as one

Aiming for environmental
sustainability

of the ten members under the HKIE President’s Protégés
Scheme in 2011/2012 and became the President’s Protégés
Club’s (PPC) Chairlady in 2015. She led teams of young

As a rising trend in this generation, Ir Leung believes that it is

engineers in PPC to initiate volunteering activities to promote

an obligation to lift up sustainability in engineering projects

engineering locally and in developing countries. She has

in order to minimise environmental impact by humankind.

travelled to Cambodia, Nepal, Armenia and Sri Lanka for

She has, therefore, worked on Hong Kong’s large-scale

various construction projects aiming at improving the quality
of life and hygiene for needy families.
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presentation skills so as to deliver the ideas and concepts
well.” She believes that it is essential for young people
to “understand engineering principles, the social and
environmental issues that the world is facing, and how we
could solve the problems to create a more sustainable
world.”

HKIE AWARDS

logical mindset, and strengthen project management and

Reflecting on career and achieving
work-life balance
Reflecting on the proudest moments in her career, Ir Leung
Ir Leung with other Protégés for Session 2011/2012

enthuses, “achieving the HKIE Young Engineer of the Year
Award is definitely the proudest moment in my career so
far. It’s a remarkable recognition of my hard work over the
years.” In 2012, she was awarded the Third Prize in the HKIE
Trainee of the Year. In 2016, she acted as HKIE Executive
Observer as a young engineer representative reflecting
young members’ views to the management level of the
Institution. She also served as the Vice Chairperson of the
activity sub-committee at the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers (Hong Kong Branch).

Volunteering to rebuild the walls for the family in Armenia

Describing what she finds most rewarding about her ongoing
volunteer work with the Institution, Ir Leung says, “HKIE is
a brilliant platform to build up our network. It is inspiring to
work with talents from different disciplines. Leading and
volunteering with teams of other young engineers overseas
are definitely memorable experiences as it allows people

Acting as the Executive Observer in Session 2016/2017

in other countries to know that Hong Kong engineers have

When asked why she chose a male-dominated profession,

great passion for caring about those in need.”

Ir Leung explains, “as we are in the world promoting
equality, female engineers should never underestimate

To young people interested in engineering, Ir Leung

their power in achieving the same goals as others; just like

advises, “equip yourself with a creative, analytical and

other professionals, I believe that one day being a female

Organising Engineering Exploration Programme to nurture the youth while serving as
the Chairlady of the President’s Protégé Club

Proactively leading the President's Protégés Club to participate in the HKIE 40th
Anniversary Sports and Family Fun Day
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engineer would not be an oddity to be mentioned.” Indeed,
Ir Leung has met many talented female engineers who are
competent in dealing with management, technical and
contractual issues in the industry. With more than ten years
of comprehensive experience, she is certainly one herself
and is an influential role model for young girls and boys.

Notice: The HKIE does not pre-approve any CPD activities/courses. In regard to the academic requirements for membership of the HKIE, please refer to the accredited programmes listed in the HKIE website.

Ir Leung loves travelling to explore around the world,
especially learning different cuisine for her cooking. She
is also a certified tea sommelier enjoying tea pairing. She
believes work-life balance is simply about time management.
She exclaims, “keep exploring the excitements in life and
investing time with families and friends are always important,
so let’s just work hard, play hard.”
Ir Leung wishes to acknowledge the support from her
award nominee Ir Raymond K Y Poon, JP, Deputy Director
Regulatory Services of EMSD; referees and supporters Ir Eddie
K M Pak, Ir Dr F C Chan and Ir Y H Chan. She would also like
to thank all the seniors and peers who have been partnering
with her over the years, as teamwork makes wonderful things
happen.
Having tea ceremony in the tea pairing session
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The HKIE Innovation Award 2021
Grand Prize (Category I An Invention):
3D Printed Copper Acupuncture Human Model
(3D Acu-Man)
Awardee: Ir CHAN Cheuk Ming
Acupuncture is a key component of Traditional Chinese
Medicine (TCM). From acupoint localisation and needling
techniques of acupuncture, the ancient methods are passed

An innovative generation of
“3D Acu-Man”

down as the TCM heritage. The current understanding of

To promote the advancement of TCM and acupuncture,

acupuncture has been advanced tremendously by in-depth

the “3D Printed Copper Acupuncture Human Model (3D

anatomical localisation and functional manipulative

Acu-Man, 3D針灸銅人)” project has been designed by the

therapy. Also, a lot of information has been gained from

project team of Hong Kong Museum of Medical Sciences

clinical application and research, such that knowledge is

Society to form a physical approachable model whence

much expanded.

a click at the correct acupoint would source out a good
information.

In the 21st century, more should be worked out to educate
and train practitioners away from simply using rigid old
traditional wood to plastic manikin models. Appreciating 2D

Making of the “3D Acu-Man”

descriptions from textbooks is also demanding for starters to

To start with, for presenting this 3D-Acupuncture Model in

apply them to the body. Even advanced learners, cannot

a modern state of art, a series of normal human body

collate well the vast information correlatively along the

images was acquired with compurterised tomography (CT)

acupoints.

and 3D scanning techniques. A 3D computer model of the

The design of “3D Acu-Man”
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metal copper 3D-printing. The ordinary Fused Filament
Fabrication (FFF) technique is optimised to reduce the
production cost significantly. The medical images (in DICOM
format) of a real human body were used to generate
a three-dimensional model (in STL format) with over 370
common acupuncture points, precisely localised by a
group of professional Chinese Medicine Practitioners and
CAD/CAM engineers. Based on AR technology, an infrared
tracking system was built which is composed of infrared
emitters, sensors, trackers, and controller. The trainer/trainee
would use the controller pointing to the surface of the 3D
Acu-Man for acupuncture accuracy and knowledge. The

Safety Corner
A general guideline for electrifying
construction site by Battery Energy
Storage System
By Ir K Y LO and Ir Simon TSUI

HKIE AWARDS

human body was created and printed in true size using

In Hong Kong, traditional diesel generators have been
widely used on construction sites for a long time, which
is however one of the major carbon footprint sources,
causing adverse air quality, health risk and environmental
problem. Adoption of Battery Energy Storage System
(BESS) on construction site has already been viewed as

3D position of the controller was tracked and compared

a viable option in place of the traditional diesel-fuelled

interactively with the acupuncture points in the computer

site equipment.

model for teaching and training purposes.
CLP Power Hong Kong Limited has recently developed

Our contribution
This is the first 3D printed Copper Acupuncture Human Model
at this size (6 ft tall) in the world. The design and production
was done in Hong Kong and patented. The “3D Acu-Man”
is now instituted in the Hong Kong Museum of Medical

a general guideline for adopting BESS on construction
site with support from key stakeholders in the construction
sector. The guideline serves as a reference for the industry,
encouraging wider adoption of BESS on construction
site and hence supporting the move towards carbon
neutrality as well as enhancing health and safety. The
guideline covers the following aspects relating to BESS:

Sciences for promotion and education of the general public
on TCM and acupuncture. It is also used to train learners

• Role: Acts as a “Power Amplifier” rather than a “Backup Power”;

and practitioners for locating the acupuncture points and

• Applications: Best suited for equipment with intermittent load but

needling techniques. Abundant positive feedback has been
received from the general public and Chinese Medicine
Practitioners. Since the official launch in November 2020,
a number of media including those from the HKSAR and
Mainland China had reported this project. The 3D Acu-Man
will be published in the Hong Kong Yearbook of the HKSAR.

high current requirement characteristic
(eg tower crane);
• Operational considerations: Sizing, charging arrangement and site
setup;
• Safety considerations: Floor loading, flooding risk, fire and explosion
protection measures;
• Maintenance considerations: Routine check of performance and
status.

Wider adoption of BESS on construction site creates
a quieter, cleaner, safer and healthier environment to
both the site operators and the neighbouring residents,
and reduces the fuel operating cost significantly
due to much better efficiency of BESS compared
with diesel generators. Besides, BESS enables users to
achieve sustainability development goals, including
Environmental, Social and Governance reporting, and to
get potential credits in BEAM Plus.
It is believed that BESS can play a role in enhancing
The team members (L to R): Ir Oliver C M Chan (Project Engineer), Dr Edwin C L Yu
(Project Chief Coordinator) and Dr Carrison K S Tong (Project Scientific Leader)

site safety, especially in the elimination of potential risks
associated with transportation, storage and usage of
diesel/dangerous goods, leading to lower fire hazard.

This article is contributed by Ir K Y Lo and Ir Simon Tsui
with the coordination of the Safety Specialist Committee.
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The HKIE Innovation Award 2021
Grand Prize (Category II –
An Innovative Application of
Engineering Theories):

Together, we fight the virus . Fast track design
and build of the world's first hospital with
all-MiC negative pressure 816 beds in four
months - The North Lantau Hospital Hong Kong
Infection Control Centre
Awardees: Ir Dr ZOU Xiaokang, Ir CHEUNG Chi Kin, Ir Barry M Y CHUNG and Ir JONG King Hei

Significance and critical
challenges

ward block is served by one lift and one lifting platform. All

In August 2020, COVID 19 overwhelmed the global

building services.

blocks are linked by central covered walkways and three
link-bridges. Underground service trenches are provided for

healthcare system. The Central Government of the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) fully supported Hong Kong to build
the North Lantau Hospital Hong Kong Infection Control
Centre (HKICC) near the Asia World Expo. Facing the
urgency of the pandemic situation, the HKICC was designed
and built within four months, in full compliance with Hong
Kong building regulations and international healthcare
standards.
The HKICC covers a 44,000 sq m construction area, including
six two-storey ward blocks with gradient negative pressure
rooms, one two-storey medical centre, one one-storey

Innovative technologies
The following technologies were applied to reduce the
design and production coordination time, and finally
speeded up the construction process.
1) Each isolation room was composed of three Modular
Integrated Construction (MiC) units (Figure 2), and total
524 MiC units were manufactured in Zhuhai and shipped
to Hong Kong for assembly.

energy centre, one DG store and VIE tank (Figure 1). Each

Figure 2: Completed ward block and MiC works

Figure 1: Bird’s eye view of HKICC
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design team and Building Information Modelling (BIM)
team developed the BIM-MiC model synchronously for
factory production.
3) Structural design incorporates the concept of
Standardisation, Simplification and Single Integrated
Element. By applying the Design for Manufacture and
steel deck formwork, bolt joint and coupler connections
were developed by optimisation technology.
4) Sophisticated Building Services works were divided into
small sections and fabricated by the DfMA method at
off-site. Each section was provided with a QR code to
identify the corresponding location and then to expedite
the on-site assembly.

The innovative technologies aforementioned boost
construction productivity, bringing about savings in 50%
construction time and 50% manpower, and at least 50%
reduction in carbon emission.
The project has gone through design, construction to testing
and commissioning within the targeted four months. The
usual construction time of a hospital with similar complexity
needs to take more than four years to complete.
The fast track design-build for the world's first hospital with
all-MiC negative pressure isolation wards is a benchmark for
future hospital buildings.

5) Apart from the Full-BIM, Digital Works Supervision System,
Virtual Reality, Laser Scan Technology and Augmented
Reality had been successfully adopted and facilitated
the efficiency of the on-site coordination.
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Durability and Cracking:
Cracking Corrosion Solved!
The Eastern District Hospital High-Temperature Salt Water
Cooling Tower (1987) was protected against chloride
corrosion of structural steel by the specification and use of
the Cementaid HPI, Everdure Caltite System for the entire
structure, including the roof.

In normal, plain concrete structures, the
concrete absorbs moisture and dissolved salts.
This saturates the concrete and provides the
electrolyte for the formation of the galvanic
cells on which corrosion depends. The
structural steel corrodes, along with any metal
pipe projections, fixtures and fittings. The
expansive nature of the corrosion process
causes the surrounding concrete to crack,
leading to further and faster corrosion.
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Cracking in the cover zone completely bypasses the protection
intended by the cover concrete. Cracking is the major driver of
corrosion and deterioration of structural concrete, it is
responsible for the dramatically-shortened service life of these
structures - from the design life of 70 or 100 years to the actual
service life of typically 12 to 15 years, at which time corrosion
repairs must be commenced. (The ACI defines service life as
“time to first spall”)
Structural concrete protected by the Cementaid HPI, Everdure Caltite System, will not absorb moisture or
dissolved salts - ever. Consequently, concrete remains internally DRY, the galvanic cells on which
corrosion depends cannot form, and reinforcing steel is protected - permanently. Even corrosion of the
exposed sections of pipe projections and fixtures, etc., is halted where the projection enters the protected
concrete. No expansive corrosion reactions can occur to crack the concrete or lead to accelerated
deterioration. Similarly, cracking in the cover zone cannot affect the durability of the structure, because
the steel remains encased in permanently - DRY, high-resistivity Caltite conerete.

The durability performance of Cementaid Everdure Caltite System concrete
has been independently verified through the 55-year history of use
(since 1960) in structures in the field in the full range of exposure conditions.
For more information, please contact us via the following:
CEMENTAID (HONG KONG) LIMITED
Room 3401-03, Singga Commercial Centre, 148 Connaught Road West, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2858 3313 Fax: (852) 2858 1638
Website: www.cementaid.com E-mail: HK@cementaid.com

HKIE AWARDS

The HKIE Innovation Award 2021
(Young Member Group) - Grand
Prize (Category I - An Invention):

The World's Fastest Search and Rescue Robotic Fish
Awardees: Mr Muhammad Saad Shahid Anwel and Mr Taha Abid
Drowning accidents are the 3rd Leading Cause of
Accidental Injury or Death according to the World Health
Organisation, mercilessly snatching more than a 1,000 lives
daily1. While drowning, people often lose consciousness after
the first 30 seconds, making time the difference between
life and death. In 2017, there were 193 drowning cases in
Hong Kong2, due to a shortage of lifeguards or untimely
response. Evidently, current methods are under-equipped
and inefficient to prevent these tragedies.
SNAPP aims to strengthen the capacity of search and rescue
operations. Its unique fish-like design enables unparalleled
underwater mobility with its Guinness world record breaking
speed of 2.3 m/s, it can swiftly detect drowning victims and
swim towards them providing floating support and towing
capability in the absence of lifeguards.

Prototype of SNAPP

SNAPP attributes its high performance to the following
engineering dimensions:
1. Drag reduction
The entire body shell was approximated to follow the
profile of a NACA0012 aerofoil. Frictional drag was
reduced by post-processing the 3D printed parts.
2. Swimming dynamics of fishes
Following Lighthill's Slender Body Theory (SBT) of swimming
fish and Triantafyllou’s parametric study of crescent tails,
key parameters for high swimming performance were
identified to be the aspect ratio of the tail-fin, amplitude
and frequency of the motion.
3. Control theory
PID control was applied on the DC motor for speed and
frequency control of the tail-propulsor and a custom turning
differential algorithm provided yaw-directional control.

4. Structural mechanics
Solid-mechanics analysis was applied on the design of
the core-mechanism allowing relatively low strength
plastic to be capable of handling high loads.
Made entirely from accessible materials available in local
hardware stores, SNAPP is currently the world’s fastest robotic
fish. It operates as a swarm of patrolling fish, blending in
seamlessly with the environment and monitoring the area
for any signs of distress. When it detects a person in danger,
the patrolling unit will autonomously swim to the distressed
person and provide a buoyant body to hang onto while
awaiting help. The combination of “low-tech” and high
performance allows SNAPP to be easily deployed for SAR
missions and accessible to all.

Diagram of SNAPP’s functionality description

SNAPP has potential applications in aquaculture,
underwater research (ocean floor mapping, coral reef
monitoring, geological data logging), pollution monitoring
and drone photography, providing us with new ways to
interact with the underwater environment.
SNAPP is currently under development by BREED Robotics
at the Tam Wing Fan Innovation Wing at the Mechanical
Engineering Department of The University of Hong Kong
and has been featured in MIT Technology Review, Guinness
World Records, Bionics and Control Lab, NEWSUSTech, Open
Gov and Transit Jam to name a few.

References
1. Global report on drowning: Preventing a leading killer. (W.H.O, 2014).
Human Rights Documents
2. Hong Kong Drowning Report: (Hong Kong Department of Health, 2019)
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The HKIE Innovation Award 2021
(Young Member Group) - Grand
Prize (Category II - An Innovative
Application of Engineering Theories):
Fast-track Box Culvert Construction by Deep
Cement Mixing Method
Awardees: Ir LAI Ho Keung, Mr Anthony H K WONG and Ir LI Kin Lung
Tung Chung East (TCE) reclamation project is the first public
works project in Hong Kong to use the Deep Cement
Mixing (DCM) technique for reclamation and construction
of seawalls. The principle of DCM is to mix cement slurry
with the marine deposit mechanically to form cement
mixing columns so as to stabilise the seabed. With the
innovative idea from the Employer (the Civil Engineering
and Development Department), the Consultants (AECOM)
and the Contractor (Build King-SCT Joint Venture), the DCM
technique is extended to the excavation and lateral support
system for the box culvert construction in this project.

Construction challenges
There are many exceptional challenges under the TCE
reclamation project in which a 16 m wide four-cell box
culvert of 460 m in length is constructed along a narrow
corridor of 22 m wide between four active housing
development sites (Figure 1). One of the major challenges is
to ensure the timely completion of the box culvert in
a safe manner, and at the same time avoid affecting the
foundation construction activities of adjoining housing sites.
Temporary retaining wall formed by deeply embedded
pile walls and bracing struts are commonly adopted prior
to the excavation for box culvert construction. The major
disadvantages are that it requires (i) piles driven into
a relatively stiff stratum to maintain sufficient stability;
(ii) continuous dewatering to mitigate water seepage, which

Figure 1: The proposed box culvert is sandwiched between four active public
housing development sites
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affects the subsequent construction; and (iii) closely spaced
bracing/struts and king posts that become obstructions to
the construction of box culvert. Given the site constraints
and challenging working conditions, DCM technique is
deployed innovatively to form lateral support for the box
culvert construction.

Innovative application of DCM
technique
The application of DCM technique in the context of earth
retaining is revolutionary in Hong Kong. The innovative DCM
retaining wall adopted in the project is regarded as massive
blocks on both sides of the excavation trench, for supporting
a retaining height of 6 m.

Figure 2: The DCM retaining wall eliminates lateral struts and dewatering for
excavation - both typically required in a conventional pile wall design

This design has a number of decisive advantages over
conventional retaining walls, including (i) superior stability
and deformation control; (ii) elimination of closely spaced
steel lateral struts and; (iii) significant low permeability of
solidified soil due to DCM technique achieving
a phenomenal waterproofing retaining wall. The DCM
retaining wall also substantially simplifies the subsequent
box culvert construction process, resulting in savings in
construction time and cost. More remarkable still, it greatly
enhances the site safety by eliminating high risk operations,
such as lifting of steel struts. Without doubt, the experience
gained in this project will provide a roadmap for the
selection of construction methodologies for future projects
pursuing engineering excellence and innovation.

Fibre Optic Sensing System:
Preventive monitoring for Tian
Tan Buddha renovation project
Background
The Tian Tan Buddha renovation project is the first bronze
statue renovation project in Hong Kong. The Buddha was
completed in 1993 and is the second largest outdoor bronze
Buddha in the world. The Tian Tan Buddha is 34 m tall and
weighs 250 tonnes. The giant Buddha sits on the top of

FEATURE

By Mr Matthew Lam, 邵瑞喆先生 and 林東海先生

The workers who carry out the renovation work need to
access all parts of the statue. A metal scaffolding structure
encasing the whole statue from top to bottom was
therefore built. Rings of I-Beams were installed at Level 2
and Mezzanine Level as the foundation to support the
scaffolding structure. This is illustrated in Figure 2.

Mount Muk Yue at Ngong Ping, Lantau Island, at some 520 m
above sea level. The surface layer of the Buddha is made of
bronze. The weight of the statue is supported by reinforced
concrete (RC) beams and columns which in turn sit on pad
foundations. Figure 1 illustrates the foundation and support
structure of the statue.

Preparation of Column

Insertion of interface plate

Anchorage of an i-Beam on
the column

Formation of i-Beam
foundation

Figure 2: I-Beam foundation constructed around Tian Tan Buddha

The scaffolding structure was then anchored onto the
I-Beam foundation. This is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 1: The support structure of Tian Tan Buddha1

Since its completion 28 years ago, the Tian Tan Buddha has
been continuously exposed to the harsh Hong Kong weather.
The surface layer is continuously exposed to sunlight, wind,
rain and temperature fluctuations. These weather conditions
not only impair the appearance of the Buddha, but have
also caused significant material degradation and even
damage. Moreover, the effectiveness of the protective
coating covering the bronze layer has diminished over the
years, which further exacerbates the degradation of the
bronze layer.

Renovation of Tian Tan Buddha
Statue
In order to revive the magnificence of the statue and to

The Statue

Metal scaffolding being erected

Completion of scaffolding structure

Figure 3: Metal scaffolding supported by I-Beam foundation encasing the whole of
Tian Tan Buddha

The renovation is expected to be completed in 2022.

Monitoring of the structure

prevent further degradation of the bronze layer,

The weight of the I-Beams, metal scaffolding and workers

a renovation project was launched in June 2020. The main

would add substantial loading to the original RC structure.

goal of the renovation project as described by Po Lin

The total estimated additional weight was 110 tonnes, a 44%

Monastery is “to remove the oxidation layer and pollutants,

load to the weight of the statue.

repaint the protective coating, and restore the solemn and
compassionate appearance of the Big Buddha”2.
July 2021 I Hong Kong Engineer
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In September 2020, Optical Sensing Limited (OSL) was

•

Excellent cost performance

engaged by China State Construction Engineering (Hong

•

Excellent linearity and repeatability

Kong) Co Ltd, the contractor responsible for the renovation
project, to provide a Fibre Optic Sensing System (the System)

Two broad types of the Systems are:

to monitor the following until completion:
• Fibre optic distributed sensing system . Fibre optic sensing
•

Deflection of RC beams

cables act as sensors to monitor target objects that are

•

Compression of RC columns

continuous in nature such as power cables, pipelines and

•

Relative settlement of RC columns

bus ducts. The System uses Raman Scattering, Rayleigh

•

Vibration/displacement of scaffolding structure
particularly during typhoon season

Scattering or Brillouin Scattering.
• Fibre optic point sensing system . Discrete fibre optic
sensors monitor individual target locations including

The System and its monitoring applications align with the

stress points along a bridge, compression of a column or

strategies described in the Smart City Blueprint for Hong

temperature inside a laboratory oven. The System uses

Kong published by the Hong Kong Government in 20173.

Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) technique.

The objectives of the monitoring are:
•

Figure 4 illustrates parts of a fibre optic sensing system.

Preventive monitoring: Trend analysis to identify
occurrence of abnormal deformation of the structure
during the early stage

•

Real-time alarm notification: Alert site personnel if and
when structural safety threats are detected

In October 2020, OSL began the design and installation of
the System, firstly for the columns and beams. This part of the
System had to become operational before the I-Beams and
the scaffolding structure were installed. This was to enable
the System to capture a set of “zero-state” data of the RC
structure, thus providing the reference measurement values
prior to adding external loads to the RC structure.
In March 2021, the scaffolding structure was completed. OSL
then installed fibre optic vibration sensors at two different
heights of the scaffolding structure. OSL commissioned the

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of a fibre optic sensing system

OSL used FBG fibre optic point sensing system for this project.
Four different types of fibre optic point sensors used were:
•

Strain sensors

•

Temperature sensors

•

Displacement sensors

Fibre Optic Sensing System

•

Vibration sensors

The System uses the properties of light as it travels along a

The technical information on the System appears in the

fibre optic core to detect changes in temperature, strain and

following tables:

System at the end of March 2021.

other physical states of the target facilities and structure.
Main Control Unit (MCU)
The system has the following advantages:
•
•
•
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Aspects

Technical Data

Passive sensors that do not need power to operate

Transmission Mode

Single Mode

Fibre optic sensors are fail-safe devices as they have no

Central Wavelength

1550nm

electronic components

Scan Frequency

25Hz

Maintenance-free which is particularly suitable for

Number of Optical Channels

16

long-term monitoring applications

External Connections

4G LTE Mobile Data

July 2021 I Hong Kong Engineer

Sensors

Measurement Range

Accuracies

Temperature Compensation

Strain Sensor

- 2500 – 10000 µƐ

+/- 1 µƐ

Required

o

o

o

Temperature Sensor

-40 C to 120 C

+/ - 0.1 C

Displacement Sensor

+/- 15 mm

+/- 0.1 mm

Vibration Sensor

+/- 2 g

Numerical models: “State” analysis
Prior to the design and installation of the System, a set

+/- 0.1 ms

FEATURE

Fibre Optic Sensors

NA
-2

Required
NA

By applying the assumed boundary conditions at both ends
to equation (1),

of numerical models that describe the “normal states”,
“transition behaviour” and “near-failure states” had to be
devised and established. Different modelling and analysis
techniques were used including Finite Element Method,
Discrete Fast Fourier Transformation, vibration acceleration/

The curvature, κ, is equal to equation (3),

velocity/displacement numerical integration and Strain/
Stress. The following illustrates examples of several models
used.
Deformation model: Beams
In order to measure the deflection due to bending on
a beam, three pairs of strain sensors were installed onto
the concrete surface of the beam for measuring top and
bottom strain (εt and εb ) as shown in Figures 5 and 6.

With plane section remaining plane, the strain profile can
be represented by Figure 7 on the right. By similar triangles,
y (distance from neutral axis) can be obtained in terms of
strains at the two ends (εt and εb ) and the height (h ) between
the two strain sensors.

Figure 5: Section along beam

Figure 7: Strain profile

Figure 6: Section A-A

By mounting pairs of strain sensors at locations x1, x2, x3 , we
can obtain κ1 , κ 2 , κ3 , from equation (6).

Assuming the deflection curve of the beam, w, to be
a fourth order polynomial along the x-direction as shown in

By using the three measurements (x1 , x2 , x3 and κ1 , κ 2 , κ3 ),

Figure 5 above,

we can establish the following system of equations from
equations (3), (5) and (6),

July 2021 I Hong Kong Engineer
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By combining equations (4), (7), (8) and (9), we can obtain

Based on these models, OSL then finalised the quantities and

the following system of linear equations in matrix form,

placements of sensors and “near-failure” state thresholds.

System implementation
The three aspects of implementation comprised:
The coefficients a1 , a2 , a3 and a4 can be obtained by solving

•

Installation of Sensors

the system of equations in equation (10) as follows,

•

Installation of Main Control Unit (MCU)

•

Application Software and Graphical User Interface (GUI)

Installation of Sensors
Sensors on beams and columns were anchored onto
concrete using drop-in concrete anchors and bolts. OSL
devised special tools to facilitate the installation. Figures 9
Deformation model: Scaffolding vibration acceleration/

and 10 illustrate the installation.

vibration displacement
Numerical integration is performed on the acceleration
(a ) data by trapezoidal rule to obtain velocity (v ) and the
displacement (w ). The initial readings for v and w can be
obtained by assuming that the average velocity and
displacement is zero after a suitable number of cycles
(Equations 1 and 2).

OSL’s Engineers installing Sensors

Sensors installed at a column

Sensors installed at a beam

Figure 9: Installation of sensors on beams and columns

Sensors for the scaffolding vibration measurements were
installed at two different levels, Level 11 and Level 13. The
sensors were attached to the scaffolding structure using
braces as shown in Figure 10.

Placement locations of sensors

Installing braces for sensors

X-plane & Y-plane sensors

Figure 10: Installation of vibration sensors on scaffolding structure

At each location were two vibration sensors, one for the
X-plane and one for the Y-plane (or “South” and “East”
directions).
Figure 8: Numerical integration of the measured data from the vibration sensors
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Installation of MCU
A compact-sized MCU measuring 600 W x 800 D x 530 H
was installed. The MCU comprised an Optical Unit, a Server
Unit and a 4G LTE Router. The MCU was installed inside the
electrical utilities room at Level 1. The following Figure 11
illustrates the installed MCU for the project.

Figure 13: Real-time display of measurement results

Settlement of column C67: within ±1mm.

Compression of column C67: within ±0.5mm.

Main Control Unit (MCU)

Figure 11: Compact-sized MCU

Application Software and GUI
OSL developed a set of specific software to process the raw
data from the fibre optic sensors in accordance with the
numerical models described in the previous section. OSL
also developed comprehensive yet easy-to-understand GUI

Compression of column C62: within ±0.5mm.

Mid-point deflection of beam L2B37: within ±1.5mm.

Figure 14: Trend history display of measurement results

for the project. The following Figure 12 shows an example of
GUI of the project.
At the point where measurement values might reach the
pre-assigned alarm thresholds, the System would send out
alarm notifications to concerned personnel.

Conclusion
The System at Tian Tan Buddha was successfully installed
and commissioned. The System has become operational
to provide preventive monitoring on the health condition of
the scaffolding structure. The design of the System involved
advanced numerical modelling of the structure and use of
Figure 12: Sample GUI

An authorised user is able to access the System anywhere
through public internet.

Results
The System provides both real-time and trend information on
the structural conditions of beams, columns and scaffolding.
Figures 13 and 14 below show examples of output through

FBG fibre optic sensing technology.

References
1. The bronze Buddha statue on Lantau Island (1995). The Structural
Engineer , Vol 73(No 17)
2. Po Lin Monastery (2010). Renovaton of Big Buddha [online]. Available
at: <https://www.plm.org.hk/eng/renovation.php> [Accessed on 13
April 2021]
3. HKSmart City Blueprint (2021). Foreword [online]. Available at:
<https://www.smartcity.gov.hk/vision-and-mission.html> [Accessed
on 13 April 2021]
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Improving operational
efficiency in gas riser
inspections with artificial
intelligence
To provide its over 1.9 million residential customers with a safe

Risers are usually surrounded by other facilities like fresh

and reliable gas supply and to ensure safety and a quality

water pipes and sewage pipes. Therefore, technicians must

service, The Hong Kong and China Gas Company Limited

first locate the riser in the video images by delimiting an area

(Towngas) conducts Regular Safety Inspections (RSI) of gas

inside which the riser will be analysed.

installations every 18 months to identify any damage so that
early remedial actions can be taken.
Instead of relying on the human eye, Towngas has been
using various tools such as quadcopters and long-range
cameras in recent years to capture videos of gas pipes
installed on the exterior walls of buildings, also known as
risers. This helps to ensure more thorough and effective
inspections.
Meanwhile, artificial intelligence (AI) technology has been
increasing in popularity among different industries. AI makes
it possible for machines to learn from experience, adjust
to new inputs and perform human-like tasks to improve
customer experiences. Towngas has developed an in-house
AI-based system, called the Riser Health Analytics System
(RHAS) to transform the aforementioned inspection into a
fully automated process. In 2020, Towngas inspected and
analysed the risers of over 40,000 customer premises using
RHAS.

Figure 1: Box selectors delimit the areas for analysis

Once the riser is correctly located and tracked, any
corrosion within the masked area will be automatically
detected. Key objects like tees, crosses, and pipe clips
where corrosion likely occurs will also be identified.
Through the web-based platform, technicians can schedule
and prioritise urgent jobs in the waiting queue so that the
system will analyse the videos in a pre-defined sequential
order. Once analysis is completed, the system will generate

RHAS

a report detailing the corroded objects, locations and levels

RHAS comprises five main components:

inspection results directly from the system.

1. Web-based Platform

2. Object Detection Model

2. Object Detection Model

The Object Detection Model is established by using artificial

3. Corrosion Detection Model

neural networks which are the main tools used in machine

4. Corrosion Level Classification Model

learning and can be applied to identify common patterns

5. Learning Module

and features. Artificial neural networks consist of input and

as well as the photos. The technician can then print out the

output layers, as well as a hidden layer of units that transform
1. Web-based Platform

the input into something that the output layer can use.

The web-based RHAS enables system technicians to upload
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inspection videos captured by drones or long-range

RHAS uses artificial neural networks to detect various key

cameras for analysis by AI models.

gas installation objects along a riser such as laterals, tees,
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Towngas to decide promptly on the appropriate

corrosion areas and features on those objects. The capability

maintenance actions to be taken.

of RHAS to identify the key installation objects is critical for
counting the floor number of the building accurately and

Once the objects and corrosion areas are identified and

hence to locate the corrosion. For example, the detection of

classified, the system can compile information including

one service lateral will be counted as one floor.

corrosion locations, levels, redacted corrosion images, etc

FEATURE

crosses, pipe clips, pipe supports, etc and to identify

in a pre-designed report format and generate the customer
report automatically.
5. Learning Module
The Learning Module is developed for continuous
improvement in the accuracy and capability of RHAS.
To adapt to the changing operation needs and site
environments, new fittings or components will be used in
the riser systems and inspection videos may be taken from
new angles. Therefore, a learning module is established
for technicians to input new corrosion photos and videos
Figure 2: Object Detection Model identifies various fittings and components of the
riser

to further train the artificial neural network to enhance its
capability and accuracy.

3. Corrosion Detection Model
The Corrosion Detection Model recognises the existence
of corrosion and the surface characteristics of corroded
objects. Large quantities of corrosion photos and video clips
are input into the artificial neural network during the system
development stage so that distinct corrosion characteristics
such as pipe surface colours, surface roughness, rust
speckles and peelings can be learned.

Challenges
Some of the greatest complexities in the RHAS project
include the image sample quality and sufficiency, video
image quality and the protection of customer privacy.
A vast representative image dataset has been used
for training and establishing the Object Detection
Model, Corrosion Detection Model and Corrosion Level
Classification Model. The image dataset must be diverse
with different orientations, colours and perspectives and
possess high resolution. Nearly 100,000 images of different
kinds of gas installations with various orientations and
corrosion characteristics have been input to the artificial
neural network. The accuracy of RHAS reaches 85% which is
very satisfactory according to professionals.
The performance of the AI models relies highly on the video
shooting quality such as lighting, video shooting speed and

Figure 3: Corrosion Detection Model recognises the corrosion areas of the objects

angle as well as video resolution. In order to maintain the
high accuracy of RHAS during operation, the inspection

4. Corrosion Level Classification Model

video images fed in should be clear and stable. Towngas

The surface of corroded gas pipes shows different distinct

has therefore developed various video shooting equipment

characteristics depending on the degree of corrosion.

to capture steady and high-quality riser inspection videos.

The Corrosion Level Classification Model prioritises the

Standardised shooting requirements and guidelines are also

corrosion of risers into three different categories namely

established to ensure that images of gas installations and

slight corrosion, moderate corrosion and serious corrosion,

corrosion areas can be recognised.

depending on the distinctive characteristics identified by
the Corrosion Detection Model.

Gas service risers are usually installed near the windows of
customer premises which will also be captured by drones

For different levels of corrosion, different maintenance
proposals shall be put forward to the customers and
therefore, Corrosion Level Classification Model helps

or cameras during safety inspections. To protect customer
privacy, RHAS will automatically blur the unnecessary image
areas around the risers. Only photos of the gas service risers
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are stored in the system and documented in the inspection
reports. No customer data, confidential or restricted
information is collected and processed during RHAS video
analysis.

Nuke
What is the nuclear engineering
profession?
By Ir Prof Ken C N CHEUNG

Breakthroughs
This project is the first of its kind in the gas industry, applying
AI technology to the detection, location and classification
of gas service riser corrosion. Detecting and classifying
corrosion from video images used to be a subjective
and human decision-making process depending on the
experience and knowledge of the individual technicians
operating the system. RHAS has transformed these series of
processes into an unbiased and logical decision model.
The adoption of artificial intelligence technology in gas pipe
safety inspection enables more efficient and flexible working
arrangements. In the past, it took 1.5 hours for a technician
to process and analyse an inspection video and manually
prepare the inspection report. RHAS has now automated
over 90% of the processes.
After the technician sets simple system parameters, RHAS
automatically performs the analysis of the inspection video
before generating an inspection report for the customer
with minimal human intervention. This helps reduce biases
and inaccurate judgements in the human decision making
process, improves workplace eye wellness for technicians
and shortens the service time for customers. The system can
also process multiple inspection videos simultaneously. The
inspection workforce can then be assigned to more
skill-based and important tasks such as onsite safety
inspections and the maintenance of corroded gas pipes.
Hence, RHAS has assisted in achieving better manpower
planning and deployment in riser safety inspection.

Future development
To enhance the capability and effectiveness of RHAS,
Towngas will continue to focus on the development and
application of reliable and fully automatic gas service riser
inspection tools so that stable and high quality videos and
images can be captured for AI analysis.
Furthermore, new training images of key gas installation
objects and different levels of corrosion will be input to
the Learning Model of RHAS to continuously increase the
accuracy of objection detection, corrosion identification
and corrosion level classification.

About the Author: The Hong Kong and China Gas Company
Limited
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People may be familiar about nuclear power for its
role in electricity generation. Nuclear Engineering,
however, is a broader professional field that covers more
than energy generation. It includes nuclear safety and
nuclear security culture, nuclear safety and nuclear
technologies, such as radiation physics as well as other
nuclear-specific technologies ranging from nuclear
power systems, nuclear fuel cycle, radioactive material
handling and nuclear criticality and neutron technology
applications to the general technical, quality, health,
safety and environment requirements, the knowledge
and techniques of which cannot be fully covered by
other engineering disciplines.
Nuclear engineers have an obvious role to play in
relation to nuclear power. In Hong Kong, they mainly
participate in monitoring nuclear power safety and
applying nuclear technology to the analysis and
assessment of nuclear incident notifications from nearby
nuclear power plants, as well as providing support to
risk assessment, radiation monitoring and emergency
response in a potential contingency. In addition, the
nuclear power industry in China has been developing
rapidly alongside its phenomenal economic growth and
offers the most extensive nuclear power programme
in the world. Much effort have been dedicated to the
indigenous development of advanced commercial
reactor designs, including Hualong One and CAP1400,
and to the research and development of advanced
prototype reactors, including High Temperature Reactor
and Fast Neutron Reactor, which provide bright career
opportunities for nuclear professionals in the coming
decades.
In Hong Kong, an undergraduate course majoring in
“Nuclear and Risk Engineering” has been established
since 2012. For those graduates who have chosen to work
in the nuclear industry, oversight of nuclear power safety
and nuclear technology applications are the two most
popular areas for them to participate in Hong Kong. Some
practitioners in the field currently work on risk assessment,
radiation monitoring and contingency measures, offer
technical support to the government on nuclear safety
and on the latest industrial development, while some
operate and maintain radiation monitoring equipment,
nuclear medicine facilities and nuclear instrumentation. In
short, by applying their unique knowledge in technology
and application, practitioners in Nuclear Engineering are
able to serve the society to benefit the general public as
a whole.

This article is contributed by Ir Prof Ken C N Cheung
with the coordination of the Nuclear Division.

The HKIE Annual Grand Ceremony cum Award
Presentation
The HKIE Annual Grand Ceremony cum Award Presentation
was held on Friday, 4 June 2021 at the Hong Kong Convention
and Exhibition Centre and was well attended by more
than 200 fellow members and guests. The Institution was
honoured by the presence of the Honourable Mrs Carrie Lam
Cheng Yuet-ngor, Chief Executive of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region and Mr Henry H L Fan, Chairman of the
Hospital Authority, as the principal guest and guest of honour
of the evening respectively.

INSTITUTION & DIVISION ACTIVITIES

General

A number of awards were presented during this special
occasion. In recognition of the significant achievements and
contributions of individuals to the engineering profession,
the HKIE Honorary Fellow and the HKIE Gold Medal were
conferred to Ir Prof Lee Chack-fan and Ir Prof Norman W M

The Honourable Mrs Carrie Lam Cheng Yuet-ngor, principal guest of the evening,
delivered a heart-warming speech on the occasion

Ko respectively. Ir David C H Chang was presented with the
President’s Award, in recognition of his dedicated service to
the Institution. The winner of the Young Engineer of the Year
Award 2021 was Ir Ivy Y L Leung while Ir Ng Ka-chun received
the Certificate of Merit.
Members may view the online event archive via the QR code
below.

Guest of honour Mr Henry H L Fan

Stage party (L to R): Ir Dr Barry C H Lee, Ir C K Hon, Ir Alfred W H Sit, Ir Dr The Hon Lo Wai-kwok, Ir Ringo S M Yu, Mr Henry H L Fan, Ir Prof P L Yuen, The Hon Mrs Carrie Lam Cheng
Yuet-ngor, Ir Edwin K F Chung, Mr Yang Yirui, Ir Frank F Chan, Mr Michael W L Wong, Ir Lam Sai Hung and Ir Aaron K M Bok
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Ir Prof Lee Chack-fan receiving the honour of the HKIE Honorary Fellow 2021 from the
President for Session 2020/2021

Ir Ivy Y L Leung receiving the HKIE Young Engineer of the Year Award 2021

Ir Prof Norman W M Ko receiving the HKIE Gold Medal 2021

The President for Session 2020/2021 presenting the Certificate of Merit of the HKIE Young
Engineer of the Year Award 2021 to Ir Ng Ka-chun

Ir David C H Chang receiving the President’s Award 2021
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The Honourable Chief Executive, Mr Henry Fan, Distinguished

Using advanced Modular Integrated Construction (MiC)

Guests, Fellow Members, Ladies and Gentlemen, good

technology, it is engineers who built the quarantine camp

evening.

at Penny’s Bay in record time - although/perhaps we should
have followed five-star hotel specifications!

It gives me great pleasure to welcome every one of you to
the HKIE Annual Grand Ceremony cum Award Presentation!

It should also be an eye-opener for everyone in Hong Kong
that we delivered the North Lantau Hospital - Hong Kong

I am delighted to meet you all in person this evening!

Infection Control Centre - an 816-bed hospital built to
international standards - in just four - short - months.

INSTITUTION & DIVISION ACTIVITIES

Address by President for Session 2020/2021
Ir Prof P L Yuen at the HKIE Annual Grand
Ceremony cum Award Presentation

First, I want to take this opportunity to thank our guests, the
Honourable Mrs Carrie Lam - Chief Executive of the Hong

Perhaps it is our smaller innovations that have contributed

Kong Special Administrative Region - and Mr Henry Fan -

most to the lives, health and safety of our fellow citizens.

Chairman of the Hospital Authority - for bringing Hong Kong
through this unprecedented pandemic. With the current

Protective yet fashionable facemasks - like those many of us

efforts and actions made in preventing and containing

are wearing tonight - are now factory-made in Hong Kong

the pandemic, the city has found very low incidence and

while the “E-Smart Health Stations” that engineers installed

mortality rates when compared with many other cities.

in hospitals are making healthcare more accessible to all
Hongkongers.

As we may not be out of the woods just yet, I do see
the importance for us to continue joining hands with the

Even eating out safely in your favourite restaurants is partly

Government to combat the disease together!

due to the work that engineers have done on ventilation. In
this regards I myself am honoured to have been appointed

I am also honoured that the Hong Kong Government did not

by the Food and Environmental Hygiene Department as

hesitate to seek the assistance of our engineers to fight the

Chairman of the Working Group on Implementing the

pandemic.

Requirement on Air Change or Air Purifiers in Dine-in
Restaurants to recommend on the implementation of

And I am very proud about how we - as engineers and

ventilation measures for infection control in restaurants.

Hongkongers - answered that call to the very best of our
abilities.

These are just some of the creative innovations our engineers
have made in the fight against the pandemic.

In retrospect, Believing is Seeing - Innovation for Transformation
- the theme of my Presidential Session 2020/2021 - could not

And they validate my sincere belief that we are only

have been timelier.

scratching the surface when it comes to tapping the deep
reservoir of innovation that lies within us.

Because it is during crises like the COVID-19 pandemic that
we realise how much we need the unique combination of

As the pandemic made abundantly clear, ideas do matter.

scientific knowledge, boundless creativity and problemsolving skills that constitutes the very essence of engineering.

A lot.

Few members of the public know what engineers did to fight

We are keen to unleash the potential of engineers - especially

the virus even though some of our interventions remain very

younger ones who are bursting with dreams. That is why we

visible.

launched the “Enginpreneurs Hub”, also known as the EP Hub.
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Under the leadership of a ten-member group of experienced

For the new measures and guidelines launched to empower

innovators led by myself, the EP Hub is committed to

engineers and construction professionals to work across

supporting engineers in their innovation endeavours.

all the GBA cities, we would like to particularly thank the
Development Bureau for the tremendous efforts made. We

In addition to hosting webinars about innovation and

will continue striving to unearth more opportunities in the

entrepreneurship, the EP Hub introduced an “Innovation

GBA, especially for younger members. As part of our EP Hub,

Roadmap” to help engineers navigate their innovation

we are keen to enhance our collaboration with mainland

journey, from conception and prototyping to production and

organisations dedicated to innovation, and are working on

commercialisation.

Memoranda of Understanding with 13 incubation centres
active in the GBA.

We are also helping ambitious engineers seeking to turn their
ideas into innovative products and services to gain useful

As our honourable guests know only too well, times have

information about what resources are available to help them

been difficult ever since that tiny virus brought the world to a

develop their ideas.

virtual standstill while leaving a trail of destruction.

Meanwhile, our major event, the HKIE Innovation Expo, will

A stark reminder of the sheer power of nature, the pandemic

be launched to augment our innovative mission. Themed as

is also a testimony to the resilience of the human spirit.

“Engineering into Future”, the Expo will be conducted
virtually and physically at the CIC-Zero Carbon Park on

I know that I am not alone in having been inspired by the

12 - 13 June 2021, and will feature a series of keynotes and

selfless dedication of our healthcare professionals, the

thrilling exhibitions that will showcase the transformative

willingness of frontline workers to keep our economy running

power of engineering.

and the determination of everyone - including our members to do what they could to fight this lethal enemy.

More importantly, it will plant seeds for the future by rewarding
innovative concepts presented by future engineers, some of

If there is one lesson to be learned from this pandemic, it’s

whom may still be in primary school.

that innovation and united teamwork are the only tools
we have to apply the lessons of the past and leverage the

Why are we doing this?

foundations of the present to build a better future.

Because it is imperative to show young people that

Looking at you all here today, I am secure in the knowledge

engineering, in addition to being an exciting career option, is

that we will not squander this opportunity to come together

their pathway to making a difference about what they care

to make a difference. Our city needs us.

about.
Thank you.
And what can be more thrilling than building the future you
want?
Thinking beyond Hong Kong, the HKIE has been establishing
close ties with engineering institutions around the world, and
especially with our Mainland counterparts.
We are very much aware that the Greater Bay Area (GBA)
represents a significant opportunity for shaping the future of
Hong Kong, and I want to take this opportunity to salute the
launch of The Greater Bay Area Youth Employment Scheme.
This ambitious initiative gives 2,000 young Hong Kong job
seekers the opportunity to launch their careers in the GBA as
part of a core strategic development policy of China.
Ir Prof P L Yuen speaking at the HKIE Annual Grand Ceremony cum Award Presentation
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To keep members abreast of the latest technological trend,

Fung from the ArchSD introduced the Government’s adoption

share expertise and knowledge and galvanise innovative

of innovative construction technologies in infrastructure

ideas, the Organising Committee for Innovation Expo

projects and building medical facilities at height of the

arranged four webinars on Fridays in May. The webinars

pandemic in Hong Kong, demonstrating the productivity

gathered experts from the Government, technology start-ups,

as brought by innovation as well as the Government’s

and public work contractor, showcasing industries’ innovative

endeavours in providing its citizens with a world-class public

endeavours towards the achievement of a safe, productive

health system. Engaged in an extraordinary experiment

and sustainable Hong Kong and demonstrating how an

with no precedents, the ArchSD, joining hands with the

innovative spirit could help build a smarter, healthier life for

construction sector, overcame the tight timeline and

our community and next generation.

completed the projects on time without compromising the
standards.

Robotics opportunities in
pandemic

INSTITUTION & DIVISION ACTIVITIES

Webinars for Innovation Expo (May series)

Entitled “Robotics Opportunities in Pandemic”, the first
webinar was delivered by Mr Alec Leung, an experienced
innovative executive of a local medical technology start-up,
Time Medical. Mr Leung shared the company’s development
and deployment of various robotic technologies in medical

(L to R) Ir Leo Chan (Moderator) and President for Session 2020/2021 Ir Prof P L Yuen,
Mr Allen Leung, Mr Michael Li and Ir Andrew Fung during the webinar on 14 May 2021

introducing applications of various robotic technologies, for

Webinar on NAMI’s novel ecofriendly fire retardant materials by
recycled industrial wastes

example robotics elevator control integration, the webinar

Having frequent retrofitting and renovation construction

highlighted that the essence of Time Medical’s success lies on

projects is one of the major contributions to the intensifying

their commitment to continuous improvements, customisation

waste production problem in Hong Kong. While the

and wide usage of solutions.

Government has been exploring new outlets for waste

field and how their applications of sanitisation technology
safeguarded the health of medical staff and patients at the
height of the pandemic. Beyond the context of COVID-19, by

and reuse and recycling channels, local innovators have
turned the waste which is difficult to dispose into valuable
fire retardant coating solution. On 21 May 2021, Dr Tin Lau
introduced how industrial wastes, such as ash, slag and
mine tailings, could produce high value-added product
Group photo taken after the
webinar held on 7 May 2021
(L to R): Ir Leo Chan (Moderator),
Representative of Time Medical,
Mr Alec Leung and President for
Session 2020/2021Ir Prof P L Yuen

Webinar on innovative
construction: ArchSD’s journey,
quarantine camps and Hong Kong
Infection Control Centre

through NAMI’s exclusive formulation and techniques.
Such techniques have been adopted in pilot projects by
government department and public corporations, changing
our lives and the way we relate to nature through fostering
the creation of a circular economy. Dr Lau believed that

Since promulgation by the Government in 2017 to promote
the adoption of innovative technologies in the construction
industry, the Architectural Services Department (ArchSD) has
been working proactively to drive forward the initiative. On
14 May 2021, Mr Michael Li, Mr Allen Leung and Ir Andrew

(L to R) Mr John Huang (Moderator), President for Session 2020/2021
Ir Prof P L Yuen and Dr Tin Lau
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NAMI’s success is built on their interconnected concerns for

breakneck completion speed of four months, the project not

environmental friendliness, cost-effectiveness and flexibility of

only carried enormous implications for future deployment of

their products.

innovative construction technologies but also manifested
an exemplary coordination between many parties involving

Webinar on the impossible feat
of building a permanent 816-bed
infectious diseases hospital in four
months - The human factors and
innovative technologies behind
The Institution understood members’ keen interest in the North

in the project. Despite its unprecedented success, the
complexity, challenges and pressure during the project were
equally immense. Mr Zhang introduced the contribution of
Modular Integrated Construction (MiC) method to the urgent
building of the hospital, recapitulated how the project team
had managed to overcome these challenges of the project
along the way and the relevant considerations given by him
and his team, which led to the success of the project.

Lantau Hospital Hong Kong Infection Control Centre project.
To further promote knowledge exchange of innovative
construction technologies, on 28 May 2021, Mr Zhang Yi was
invited to share more in-depth insights on this project from
the perspective as a project contractor. Well-known by its

Epilogue
Enthusiastic to witness the success of these inspiring innovative
leaders, members raised questions fervently in relation to
the future applications and latest trends of these solutions,
as well as reflections of being an innovator, such as how to
take on problem, manage pitfall, and come with solution
during innovation process. Speakers unreservedly shared
their insights and offered generous advices to those aspiring
“enginpreneurs” that one must be resilient and passionate to

(L to R) President for Session 2020/2021 Ir Prof P L Yuen, Mr Zhang Yi (Speaker) and
Ir Philip Kwok (Moderator) during the webinar on 28 May 2021

contribute expertise for the betterment of the society.

Building

Technical webinar on BIM development and
trends in Hong Kong
By Miss Jessica CHAN
The captioned webinar, was jointly organised by the BD,

Construction Co Ltd, who explained how BIM had played

MI Divisions, The Hong Kong Institute of Building Information

a crucial role in their recent MiC Pilot Project. The project

Modelling (HKIBIM), Technological and Higher Education

was completed six months ahead of schedule with a 30%

Institute (THEi) and Institute of Vocational Education (IVE)

reduction in waste and zero accidents throughout the entire

Engineering on 29 April 2021. The principle aim was to bring

design and build project life-cycle.

industry practitioners up to date on the latest trends and
developments in Building Information Modelling (BIM). Over
1,000 registrants from a variety of disciplines signed up.
BIM is one of the most important design and management
platforms, and has been widely adopted by the global
construction industry over recent decades.
The webinar was supported by several distinguished speakers.
First up was, Ir Mok Kwok-ho, Executive Director of Hip Hing
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The speakers and organisers

The webinar concluded with a panel discussion moderated

by exploring the best practices and innovations in BIM

by Ir Brian Leung, Deputy Head of the Department of

applications and an open BIM approach from design to

Construction of IVE (Tsing Yi) which provided an interactive

construction and handover delivery.

platform for participants and panellists to explore the
applications of BIM in different areas.

Then, Ir Dr Tang, Founder and CEO of Llewellyn & Partners
Co Ltd, emphasised the significance of BIM by presenting

A post-webinar survey revealed that the majority of

the key findings from the Hong Kong BIM Adoption Survey

respondents were highly impressed by the valuable insights

2020. He was followed by Mr Jason Ho, Project Officer of

from the speakers and enjoyed exchanging ideas through the

IVE Engineering and Dr Daisy Wang, Lecturer of the Faculty

panel discussion.

of Science and Technology, at the THEi who discussed
continuing education on BIM and the subsidies available.

Building Services
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Mr Kevin Wong, Chairman of the HKIBIM, continued

Technical visit to InnoCell at the Hong Kong
Science and Technology Park (HKSTP)
By Ir Felix CHAN
The visit to InnoCell was held on 29 May 2021.

Ms Lui and Ir Cheung discussed the 418 MiC modules at
InnoCell. The site logistics and MiC modules delivery were

The InnoCell Project Team, including Ir M K Liu (Project

presented. Full BIM was used for design and coordination

Director, E&M of HKSTP), Ir Jimmy Li (Director of Arup),

including 3D printing and a Common Data Environment (CDE).

Ms Michele Lui and Ir C H Cheung (Project Manager and

CDE enhances BIM traceability and minimises design errors.

Building Services Manager of Hip Hing) and Mr Burnie Mok

Experience of MiC M&E connections was shared.

and Mr Jerry Tse (Manager and Assistant Project Manager of
ATAL), gave a brief presentation before the visit.

Mr Tse shared his experience of material procurement and tax
arrangements. Building Services (BS) installation and Testing &

Ir Liu introduced the project background and the

Commissioning (T&C) of MiC were presented. Lessons learnt

development of InnoCell. It was the first Modular Integrated

such as including the early involvement of contractors for

Construction (MiC) project in Hong Kong, the first In-principle

smooth production and the comprehensive coordination of

Acceptance from the Buildings Department, the first General

module fabrication were highlighted.

Building Plan Approval and the first Superstructure Approval.
A site visit to modular rooms of different sizes was conducted
Different MiC module sizes were considered at the inception

after the presentation. We would like to express our deep

stage with due consideration of the E&M services strategy.

gratitude to the team for delivering such an informative visit

There were more than 70% modulations on a typical floor.

and experience sharing.

Ir Li presented the InnoCell M&E design. MiC is the ultimate
form of Design for the Manufacturing and Assembly (DfMA)
concept. Support for Building Information Model (BIM) was
essential. Advanced coordination was done at the design
stage. Other considerations like minimised cable joints and
special inspection arrangements were also reviewed. Smart
features including home automation, facial recognition, a
facilities booking and control system, e-payments and the
Internet of Things (IoT) were highlighted.
The organisers, speakers and participants
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Control, Automation & Instrumentation

The 34th CA Division Annual General Meeting
By Dr Lisa SHAM
The 34th Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the CA Division

would be resumed when the problems relating to COVID-19

was successfully held at the HKIE on 3 May 2021 at 6:30 pm.

could be resolved.

Having confirmed that a quorum was duly met, the meeting

Prior to the end of the gathering, Ir Prof Dong Sun, the

was called to order by Ir C S Leung, Chairman, Ir Tony Kwong,

Incoming Chairman for Session 2021/2022, delivered his

Honorary Secretary and Ir Kent Lam, Honorary Treasurer for

grateful thanks to the Outgoing Committee for their hard work

Session 2020/2021.

and sought their continuous support in the coming Session.

The AGM was conducted in accordance with the proposed

He highlighted that the Division would put more effort into

agenda. Based on the Agenda, the minutes of the last

developing “high technology” in the Greater Bay Area to

AGM were proposed by Ir Prof Louis Lock, supported by the

help drive a more prosperous future for Hong Kong. The

members and passed without amendment. The Special

candidate for Vice President Election for Session 2021/2022,

General Meeting issue was also endorsed.

Ir Eric Ma, echoed Ir Prof Sun’s wisdom and elaborated on his
commitments to the Institution and the profession at large.

Ir Leung then delivered his Division Report. For the flagship
event, CA Division Annual Symposium, was held online on
19 March 2021. The Organising Committee was chaired
by Ir Louis Yiu. The Paper Awards, headed by Ir Dr S L Mak,
were received under the categories of undergraduates,
postgraduates and working professionals.
Ir Leung expressed his sincere gratitude to Ir Prof Lock for his
contributions to the delegation arrangements with various
institutes on the Mainland. He mentioned that delegations

Ir C S Leung, the Chairman for Session 2020/2021; Ir Prof Dong Sun, the Incoming
Chairman for Session 2021/2022; Ir Eric Ma, the candidate for Vice President Election for
Session 2021/2022 and Ir Prof Eddie Lock, Council Member for Session 2020/2021, and the
participants at the 34th AGM

Webinar on “Data-driven waste management
and resource efficiency: The path to
decarbonisation and a circular economy”
By Dr Lisa SHAM
Dr Shauhrat Chopra, Assistant Professor at the School of

Dr Chopra started by stating that the HKSAR Government

Energy and Environment at City University of Hong Kong, was

had set an aggressive target to be carbon neutral by 2050.

cordially invited by the CA, BS Divisions, SSC, the Institute of

He then mentioned that the total annual material input value

Measurement and Control Hong Kong Section (InstMC HK),

of waste management worldwide was estimated at US$3.2

the University of South Australia Alumni Hong Kong

trillion and 80% was lost to landfill or incineration.

(UniSAAAHK) - Doctoral Society and the GBA Development
Centre to make a presentation at the captioned webinar at

He explained that the adoption of a circular economy is

the HKIE on 28 April 2021 at 6:30pm. Around 300 participants

one of the key routes to achieving a low carbon future

joined.

that could likely reduce Hong Kong’s waste management
problem. Dr Chopra emphasised that there were various

The Seminar Chairman Ir Prof Louis Lock opened the webinar

benefits of a circular economy such as an increase in local

with a vote of thanks on behalf of the Divisions and the

job opportunities, a decrease in the amount of harmful waste

supporting organisations.

produced, and a reduction in our impact on the climate
change and so on.
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Following Dr Chopra’S presentation, Ir Prof Lock opened

because of insufficient data and tools for improving resource

a question-and-answer session and Dr Chopra responded the

efficiency and waste management.

questions from the participants subsequently.

Dr Chopra elaborated on the utility of tools such as the Life
Cycle Assessment (LCA) for data-driven decision making. He
also addressed the opportunity for the development of new
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) tools.
Specifically, the Blockchain could enable data-driven
tools for the betterment of trust and transparency in supply
chain networks, and platforms for shared and performance
economies, stakeholders’ participation and management of
organisations.
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The implementation of circular economies, however, is low

Dr Chopra indicated that data-driven tools and systems
analytics were crucial to ensure that the negative outcomes
of engineering decisions on the environment could be
minimised.

Ir P K Lee, JP, the CA Division Committee Member; Dr Shauhrat Chopra, Speaker;
Ir Prof Louis Lock, Chairman of Control, Automation and Instrumentation Discipline
Advisory Panel for Session 2020/2021; and Dr L Sham, Chairlady of UniSAAAHK Doctoral Society

Electrical

Professional Short Course 2021 - Classes 1 and 2
By Ir Vincent LEUNG
This Professional Short Course was held by the EL Division in

For Class 2, we invited Mr Keith Wong, Head of Digital Business,

March and April 2021. It had a total of four classes under

Smart Infrastructure, Siemens HK & Macao to be the speaker

the theme of “Latest Regulations and New Technology in

on “Smart Energy: The Digital Era of Low Voltage Assemblies”.

Electrical Engineering”. Experienced engineers and industry
practitioners from an academic institution, a Government

Mr Wong discussed the revolution and developments in low

department, supplier and utility power companies were

voltage components, the adaptability of IoT technologies,

invited to update the members on practical knowledge

applications of cloud computation, open standards and

of technology and regulations in electrical engineering.
All classes were arranged online in view of the pandemic
situation.
Dr Benjamin Ho, Senior Lecturer from The University of Hong
Kong and Mr Paul Tsang, Chief Operation Officer from
I-Charge Solutions Internal Company Limited were invited as
co-speakers for Class 1 on the topic “MEP Design Approach
and IoT Solutions for EV Charging Facilities”. In the class,
various types of chargers and systems including "Charger
Management System (CMS)" were introduced. Control
concepts like diversity, load management, power supply,
control logic and shared resources were also discussed with

Speakers sharing the latest updates in electrical engineering with members

some practical cases.
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cyber security conformance, as well as future trends in

the online quiz, as well as the interactive question-and-answer

intelligent operations.

session, were particularly welcomed. Professional Short Course
2021 - Classes 3 and 4 will be reported in the next issue of this

Both classes were well-received by our members with over

Journal.

230 participations joining in total. These classes together with

Electronics

The HKIE Electronics Symposium 2021 on
heading towards Smart City Blueprint 2.0
By Mr Simon LEE
The HKIE Electronics Symposium 2021 (HKES) was successfully

College of Civil and Transportation Engineering at Shenzhen

held on 19 April 2021, with a record-high subscription of over

University, on the topic of “Thoughts on the Intelligentisation of

1,100 delegates enrolled. This was the second year that the

Rail Transit”.

HKES was held online to enable more participants to join this
flagship event both locally and globally, and comply with

Two panel discussions were also held on the topics of

COVID-19 restrictions.

“Smart City Blueprint 2.0” and “5G in the Greater Bay Area”.
Prominent panellists were invited to share their insights and

Under the theme of “Heading Towards Smart City Blueprint

enlighten the audience with the latest updates on smart city

2.0”, this year, the symposium highlighted the latest progress

development. The symposium concluded with the closing

in 5G, IoT and a variety of smart city initiatives for Hong Kong

speech from Ir John Chan, Chairman of the EN Division for

and the Greater Bay Area. Distinguished guests from the

Session 2020/2021.

industry, government and academia shared their views and
ideas.
The symposium started with a welcome speech from Ir C K
Lee, Chairman of the HKES 2021 Organising Committee. This
was followed by an opening speech from Ir Prof P L Yuen,
President for Session 2020/2021of the HKIE. The morning session
commenced with a keynote address by Dr David Chung, JP,
Under Secretary for Innovation and Technology of the HKSAR
Government. The afternoon session keynote speech was
delivered by academician Chen Xiangsheng, Dean of the

Distinguished guests in the morning session of HKES 2021

Environmental

Reach out to leaders: Mr Wong Kam-sing, GBS,
JP, Secretary for the Environment, HKSAR
By Ir Fredrick LEONG
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It was a great honour for the representatives of the EV Division

Mr Wong was motivated to join the Government and

to meet Mr Wong Kam-shing and share his insights on the

serve the community with his professional knowledge and

sustainable development roadmap.

experience. The Government has launched a number of
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To support young engineers, Mr Wong explained that

reduction, biodiversity and the latest one, “Waste Blueprint for

the Government has established a variety of new waste

Hong Kong 2035”. Mr Wong said this was the most challenging

management facilities including T·PARK, and O·PARK1, which

as it relates to personal life and individual action.

provide job opportunities for young engineers to practice
environmental engineering in the “waste-to-energy” and

Mr Wong suggested that to achieve the Government’s very

“waste-to-materials” areas and help develop a sustainable

challenging net-zero carbon goal by 2050, they would have

future for Hong Kong. The establishment of the EPD’s

to adopt a holistic approach of strategies, which would

Environment Academy also offers continuing professional

include boosting low carbon power supplies, encouraging

development to keep up with the latest developments in the

more efficient energy consumption, implementing green

environmental industry.

transportation, especially electric vehicles (EV), and adopting
serious waste reduction measures. These policies all provide

Mr Wong concluded that, as announced in the Policy

ample opportunities for engineers to contribute to sustainable

Address and the Budget, the Government is very supportive

development.

of accelerating the environmental industry and economy to
make Hong Kong a better place to live and work.
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blueprints on air quality improvement, energy saving, carbon

Mr Wong highlighted the Green Tech Fund as being
a practical platform to help academics and private
companies to conduct research, development and the
application of decarbonisation and green technologies, and
to commercialise mature technologies such as solar panels on
building roofs, and EV charging facilities, for wide application.
Mr Wong mentioned that the Government has long been
promoting Green Finance through various initiatives, such
as launching the Green Bond Programme, and adopting
smart environment measures under the Hong Kong Smart
City Blueprint. Most importantly, the capacity building of
environmental professionals will be crucial in developing
the environmental industry through measures like the Green
Employment Scheme.

(L to R) Ir Daniel Wang, Ir Fredrick Leong, Ir Kelvin Tang, Ir Kenny Wong,
Mr Wong Kam-shing, Ir Dr Anthony Ma, Ir Thomas Chan and Ir Benjamin Lam

Geotechnical

Technical visit to feature no 6SE-D/FR58 at
Castle Peak Road, Tsuen Wan
By Mr August W L TAM
The captioned visit was organised by the GE Division on

The scope of works under this contract comprised the

15 May 2021. The Civil Engineering and Development

installation of soil nails, grillage beams, buttress walls,

Department is running the contract.

a reinforced concrete (RC) skin wall, paving erosion control
mats, hydroseeding and the planting of seeding trees.

At the start of the visit, representatives from the project

Members asked a number of questions and received answers

management team at Adrian Construction Limited, the

and solutions from the presenters.

main-contractor, presented the project background and
discussed the construction methods, challenges and solutions.

The members then went to view the site at New Ting Kau
to see the improvement works that have been carried out
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on the slope in terms of current landslip prevention and
mitigation works.
During the visit, the members enjoyed a warm welcome
from the project management team, and gained a clear
understanding of the construction process in the landslip
prevention and mitigation work and the relevant plant and
equipment used in the site work. The visit had also provided
an opportunity to exchange various valuable knowledge and
experience between the presenters, specialist contractors
and the visitors.
We would like to express our heartfelt thanks to Fugro
Technical Services Limited and Adrian Construction Limited for

Technical visit to feature no 6SE-D/FR58 - Castle Peak Road, Tseun Wan under
contract no GE/2018/21

supporting this site visit. Their assistance is much appreciated.

Materials

Technical visit to the Fugro Testing Laboratory
By Ir LAM Chi Sing
The captioned visit was co-organised with the Associate

After the introduction, we were led to a variety of different

Members Committee (AMC) and conducted on 29 May 2021.

testing laboratories. Fugro’s representatives explained the

On the group’s arrival, Mr Tommy F K Chan, the representative

different types of spectrometers used for testing heavy metals,

of Fugro, introduced the organisation which started their

steel chemical composition and organic matter. Automatic

materials testing business in 1983 and were then taken over by

data acquisition systems are used to perform concrete

the Fugro group in 1991.

compression tests, soil triaxial and consolidation tests. The
equipment used for the testing of deep cement mixes

Fugro is an independent testing and certification organisation

(DCM), water quality, microbiological materials and building

accredited by the Hong Kong Accreditation Services

components was also explained and demonstrated. The visit

(HKAS) for the Hong Kong Laboratory Accreditation Scheme

ended with a question-and-answer session.

(HOKLAS), the Hong Kong Certification Body Accreditation
Scheme (HKCAS) and the Hong Kong Inspection Body

On behalf of the MT Division, AMC and participants, we would

Accreditation Scheme (HKIAS). Fugro has also been awarded

like to thank Fugro and their team members led by Mr Tommy

a contract by Hong Kong Airport Authority to operate

Chan for arranging such an enlightening laboratory visit.

a licensed laboratory for the third runway project.
Fugro provides a wide range of testing, inspection and
advisory services covering equipment calibration, testing
of concrete, steel, soil, asphaltic materials, water, domestic
and industrial products as well as environmental and
microbiological materials. Fugro also offers certification
services and special testing services such as testing for
legionnaire disease, ecotoxicity and acoustic testing services,
structural diagnosis services and non-destructive test.

Members at the Fugro Testing Lab
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By Ir LAM Chi Sing
The captioned visit was organised on 22 May 2021. On the

differential movement in glass façades. We were also shown

group’s arrival, Dr Ivan Sham, the representative of NAMI,

how to use lightweight concrete for modular integrated

explained that NAMI was established in 2006 with the focus

construction (MiC) products such as a combination of steel

on applied research and development of materials, their

structural and precast concrete panels.

commercialisation and supporting the local industry.
We were then led to visit the NAMI laboratory. Dr Sham
NAMI receives financial support from the Government and

introduced the equipment related to the testing of

has over HK$100 million worth of testing equipment in

construction materials, but not limited to structural health

a 40,000 sq ft laboratory area. To date, NAMI has been

simulations, and shape modelling of U-channel constructions.

awarded over 400 patents. NAMI’s core competence lies in

Finally, we examined some prefabricated MiC domestic units.
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Technical visit to the Nano and Advanced
Materials Institute (NAMI) and steel concrete
hybrid MiC

five technology sectors: health-care, electronics, energy, the
environment and construction.

The units comprised of a bathroom, open-space kitchen with
living room and bedroom. We also learned how concealed

Our visit focused on innovations in construction products.

types of building services were installed using stainless steel

NAMI has introduced a number of new products to the

bolts and nuts for joint connections.

construction industry including a self-flow backfill product
which is used to replace the traditional soil backfill in utility

The visit ended with an on-spot question-and-answer session.

trenches where compaction is difficult. The material is made
up of micro-fillers, cement, aggregate and additives, and has
proven to be extremely successful so far in trials.
NAMI has also introduced waterproof materials to solve water
leakage problems; and repair materials to address spalling
concrete by using steel fibres and uniquely formulated mortar
materials (R2M2) to create a rapid repair mortar for efficient
maintenance of aging concrete. The R2M2 materials can
eliminate the use of new rebar and rebar lapping.
We were shown a self-cleaning and anti-bacterial coating for
vitreous enamel panels, and a joint sealant which solves the

Members visiting the NAMI

Associate Members Committee

Seminar on Associate Member membership
application
By Mr Daniel YIP
The Associate Member membership application seminar was

The aim of the event was to promote Associate Membership

organised online by the AMC on 14 April 2021 at the HKIE.

of HKIE and to encourage Graduate Members and non-HKIE
members working in the industry who have suitable
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qualifications and professional experience to apply for

This was followed by Mr W S Sze who introduced the Associate

Associate Membership.

Member Competence Standard for the HKIE which would be
effective for Associate Member applications submitted after

The response was very good with over 150 registrations, and

March 2022. One successful Associate Member applicant,

102 persons joining the event on the day.

Mr Jeremy Tam, then shared his application experience with
the audience. The event lasted for 1.5 hours and ended with

The event started with an introduction by Mr Daniel Yip,

a question-and-answer session.

Chairman of the AMC for Session 2020/2021, which was
followed by presentations from six invited speakers.

The AMC is very grateful to all speakers for their contributions,
and also to the audience for their participation. The main

Ms Florence Cheung (Manager - Membership, the HKIE

presentation content was posted on the AMC Website at

Secretariat), gave a detailed explanation of the procedures

http://www.amc.hkie.org.hk for participants to review.

and institution requirement for Associate Membership
applications.
Three Associate Membership Assessors, Mr Indi Wong,
Mr Simon Pang and Mr Benjamin Lam, then shared their
assessment experience and highlighted the main points
that the applicants should focus on when preparing their
applications.

Group photo of Associate Member membership application seminar

Young Members Committee

古洞北新發展區文化團活動報告
余逸燊先生

2021年4月10日，由青年會員事務委員會及持續專業進修事務委員

悅和食品廠於30年代在荃灣落戶，為區內主要的醬油廠，於1972年

會聯合主辦的古洞北新發展區文化團於早上正式出發。文化團令參

搬遷至古洞。於導賞活動中，我們了解到醬油和米酒釀造的工序，

加者認識正在發展中的古洞北，以及其由來、輕工業的興起、土地運

感受到釀造過程的辛勞，體會到香港本地製造的艱難。與悅和食品

用及城市發展的變遷，探索古洞發展脈絡及體驗當區特色文化，並

廠一樣，志記鎅木廠亦為香港碩果僅存的輕工業廠房。於志記鎅木

了解街坊及店主對自身經歷的看法，從而啟發參加者反思個人價值

廠參觀過程中，我們看到木工機械和不同木工製品，亦了解到榫卯

和與社區的關係。

工藝所象徵的陰陽和諧，以及年輪所反映的生命與環境的互動。

導賞團首站始於古洞蔬菜產銷貸款有限責任合作社（又名古洞菜
站），從中了解到古洞的歷史。古洞一帶初時只有一些規模細小的村
落，40至50年代陸續建立多條非原居民寮屋村落，合稱古洞村。古
洞農業活動昌盛，菜站牆壁架立的菜價報告表正正印證着古洞曾經
的輝煌。
次站的仁華廬是古洞當地的三級歷史建築，由印尼華僑楊雁友於
1933年所建。建成後，仁華廬的大廳被設為教室，於1938年，以廉
價學費向附近的貧困學生提供教育，直至1960年古洞公立愛華學校
建成為止。
導賞團到訪悅和食品廠
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By Mr CHENG Wai Tin
The construction industry is currently facing the multiple

He also explained different types of isolation rooms, such

challenges of high construction costs, a lack of skilled labour

as the Airborne Infectious Isolation room and the Protective

and declining productivity.

Environment. He then discussed the design purposes and the
challenges of maintaining pressurisation to minimise transfer of

The pursuit of innovative construction methods and advanced

air within a corridor.

technology offer ways to overcome these challenges, while
Modular Integrated Construction (MiC) is regarded as a timely

Ir Prof Chan then discussed the current status of MiC

solution for enhancing productivity and cost-effectiveness.

development and the various measures promulgated by
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Webinar on the introduction of isolation ward
design and modular integrated construction
technology in healthcare facilities

the Government during the pandemic to ease the burden
There are numerous potential applications for MiC, and the

on public hospitals by, for example, setting up community

current crisis brought on by COVID-19 in Hong Kong presents

treatment facilities.

a critical opportunity to generate new impetus from the
construction industry.

The Penny’s Bay (Phase IIIA) was one such example that
provided 840 MiC units in just a three-month construction

Ir Prof Thomas K C Chan and Ir K F Tsui, from the Mechanical,

period.

Electrical and Plumbing (MEP) sector of WSP (Asia) Ltd, were
invited to deliver the captioned webinar on 26 March 2021

During the webinar, the participants gained an understanding

and share their knowledge and experience of implementing

of the innovative approach of adopting MiC in the

MiC in the medical field.

construction industry and particularly in the medical sector,
and learned a lot from the two experienced engineers

Ir Tsui introduced the global design standards and relevant
guidelines in the planning stage for isolation ward designs.

President's Protégés Club

Lift Prototype DIY STEM Workshop
By Ir Tony K Y WONG
The President's Protégés Club (PPC) held the captioned
workshop in the afternoon of 15 May 2021 at the Cheng Yu Tung
Kwai Chung Learning Centre of the Principal Chan Free Tutorial
World (陳校長免費補習天地). This is a non-profit organisation
providing free learning support to underprivileged children.
The STEM workshop aimed to teach junior primary school
students about the working principles of lifts and encourage
them to make a lift prototype by themselves.
During the Workshop, we shared the basic engineering principles
of lifts with the students, then worked with them to create their
first lift prototype. The students showed great interest and passion
in the topic and actively raised questions during the workshop.

Students with their first prototype lifts
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With the guidance of PPC helpers, most of the students were

By organising such workshops for students, the PPC hopes to

able to complete the prototype on their own and test it with

maintain the children’s interest in learning, discovering and

a trial run. We were very motivated to hear some students

exploring the engineering world. We will continue to organise

saying that they would like to become engineers in the future.

similar events regularly to raise the young generation’s interest
in engineering.

The HKIE Toastmasters Club

The HKIE Toastmasters Club regular meeting
held on 6 May 2021
By Mr Peter WONG
The theme of the meeting this time was “Innovation” and

•

The best evaluator: Mr Peter Wong

both members and participants shared their understanding of
the word.

The TMC meeting is a learn-by-doing platform where
participants can hone their speaking and leadership skills in a

We were grateful to have Mr Charles Lee and Ir F C Chan

relaxed atmosphere.

as Toastmaster of the evening and Table Topics Master
respectively. Ir Chan initiated an interactive Table Topics

If you would like to strengthen your public speaking skills and

Session, by inviting the audience to share their ideas and

expand your engineering network, this can be a wonderful

knowledge of introducing innovative ideas and practices

opportunity. If you are interested in joining us, please contact

at their work. The topics also covered brain-storming and

our Vice President of Education Ms Jenny Lin by email at

analysing skills and execution planning.

jennylin.hkietmc@gmail.com.

Two prepared speeches were delivered by Ms Melissa Waye
(Level 1 Project 3 Title: Listen to Your Body) and Ir Chan
(Level 3 Project 2 Title: One Positive Finger). Their speeches
were evaluated based on their strengths and areas for
improvement in public speaking.
Last but not least, the best speakers and evaluator were
selected for this meeting:
•

The best table topic speaker: Mr Timothy Yeung

•

The best prepared speech speaker: Ms Melissa Waye

The participants and audience

The HKIE Toastmasters Club regular meeting
held on 3 June 2021
By Ms Melissa WAYE
The theme of this meeting was “A Heart to Serve”.

Table Topic Session and challenged the members and
participants to consider their roles as humble “servants” and

We were grateful to have Mr Peter Wong and Ms Melissa

the correlation of this with their development as leaders.

Waye as the Toastmaster of the evening and the Table
Topics Master respectively. Ms Waye initiated an engaging
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Some of the topics included sharing the key characteristics

•

the concluding topic was on the importance of leading by
serving. This served to remind members and participants that

The best prepared speech speaker:
Mr Winson Cheng and Ir F C Chan

•

The best evaluator: Ms Melissa Waye

the fundamental characteristic of a leader is to be a good
servant who rises to the role by helping others to reach their

The TMC meeting is a learn-by-doing platform where

goals together.

participants hone their speaking and leadership skills in an
engaging and relaxed atmosphere. Don’t miss this chance

Three prepared speeches were delivered by Mr Daniel Chan

to not only strengthen your public speaking skills, but also

(Level 1 Project 1, Title: Self Introduction), Mr Winson Cheng

expand your engineering network. If you are interested in

(Level 1 Project 1, Title: My Introduction), and Ir F C Chan

joining us, please contact our Vice President of Education

(Level 3 Project 3, Title: The Benefits of Delivering Speeches).

Ms Jenny Lin by email at jennylin.hkietmc@gmail.com.

Their speeches were evaluated based on their strengths and
areas for improvement in public speaking. These included the
use of body languags, speech structure and the potential to
inspire others.
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of leaders such as passion, persistence and helpfulness, while

Last but not least, the best speakers and evaluator were
selected:
•

The best table topic speaker: Mr Peter Chu

The participants and audience

Veneree Club

「對抗疫情壓力的心理錦囊」
講座
鍾福維工程師

睿賢學社於2021年5月26日，邀請了王幗怡博士蒞臨主持名為「對

師對壓力的處理方法：面對它、接受它、處理它、放下它。

抗疫情壓力的心理錦囊」的講座，王博士為經驗豐富的臨床心理學
博士。

關於如何調節放鬆自己，王博士提議做一些自己開心的事及預留足
夠時間及空間給自己。王博士更帶領參加者做配對式肌肉放鬆練

根據香港大學醫學院精神醫學系早前調查發現，逾七成受訪者有中

習，並引用以上錦囊，鼓勵有症狀人士重新出發。

至高度的抗疫創傷後壓力症或抑鬱症症狀。當中有四成受訪者更同
時有以上兩種症狀。引發症狀的成因有很多，例如因疫情令失業率

這次講座共吸引了現場及網上125名會員參與，更引起參加者熱烈

攀升而焦慮並衍生緊張狀態、因防疫而提升的清楚意識而產生由清

提問，王博士都耐心地逐一解答。

潔家居到外出後消毒及不斷清洗雙手的強迫狀態，以及因不斷瀏覽
疫症新聞而引致情緒長時間繃緊等。
王博士解釋抗逆力，又稱為回彈力，是指當人面對挑戰時，能茁壯成
長、於逆境中快速復原的能力。而具備抗逆力的人，在面對挑戰時，
能冷靜面對，並反彈回復到平衡的狀態。
王博士再闡釋無論是甚麼壓力，我們應從根源去了解，例如什麼原
因令自己感到壓力及如何妥善處理這種壓力。我們亦要注意壓力
對身體反應及精神狀態的影響。當我們感受到壓力時，我們容易觸
怒、精神狀態不佳，亦會提不起勁，容易覺得疲倦。
王博士建議從客觀方面去了解自己當下的狀況，她更引述了聖嚴法

王博士向會員講解配對式肌肉放鬆練習
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NOTICES TO MEMBERS

The HKIE’s Nominations for External Boards/Committees
(From 3 March 2021 to 8 June 2021)

Organisation

Board/Committee

Representative(s)/Nominee(s)

Advisory Committee on Barrier Free Access

Ir Raymond LO Man Chiu

Authorised Persons, Registered Structural
Engineers and Registered Geotechnical
Engineers Committee

Ir CHIN Sai Ping, Ir Alex LAI Wai Wah,
Ir Raymond LO Man Chiu, Ir Terence YAU Lap Yan

Task Force on Pilot System for Common
Digital Platform for Site Supervision

Authorised Person (AP)
Ir Raymond LO Man Chiu

The HKSAR Government
Buildings Department

Registered Structural Engineer (RSE)
Ir Vincent TAM Wing Yeung, Ir Ben TSE Wai Keung
Registered Geotechnical Engineer (RGE)
Ir Rupert LEUNG Kwok Yiu, Ir James SZE Wang Cho
Civil Engineering and
Development Department

Professional Liaison Group of Tung Chung
New Town Extension Project (Replacement
nomination)

Ir Fredrick LEONG Lai Shing

Development Bureau

Harbourfront Commission

Regular Representative
Ir Victor CHEUNG Chi Kong
Alternate Representative
Ir Ringo YU Shek Man

Development Bureau
(Planning and Lands Branch)

Appeal Tribunal Panel, Buildings Ordinance
(Cap 123)

Ir CHEUK Kim Tang, Ir Lewis CHEUNG Kwan,
Ir Danny HO Hoo Yin, Ir Anthony KWONG Hui Lok,
Ir Rupert LEUNG Kwok Yiu, Ir Patrick NG Wai Ming,
Ir Francis SOOTOO Nyuk Luan, Ir Kelvin TANG Sher Kin,
Ir Prof Wilson TSANG Sau Kit

Electrical and Mechanical
Services Department

Appeal Board Panel under the Electricity
Ordinance (Cap 406)

Ir Ben LAM Chi Keung, Ir TAM Wing Shing,
Ir Simon TSUI Hoi Chung, Ir Dr WONG Ka Chung,
Ir Stephen YIP Chi Kin

Disciplinary Board under the Buildings
Energy Efficiency Ordinance

Members in the Electrical Discipline
Ir Steven CHAN Nai Kin, Ir Prof Ken CHEUNG Ching Ngai,
Ir Ryan LAM Chun Man, Ir Jimmy LI Kwun,
Ir Sherman TONG Wai Ming, Ir Simon TSUI Hoi Chung
Members in the Mechanical Discipline
Ir Dr LI Chi Kwong, Ir Dicky POON Yat Fai
Members in the Building Services Discipline
Ir Annie CHOI Yuk Kuen, Ir Sally LEUNG Suk Yan,
Ir Eagle MO Cheung Ying, Ir SE Wai Hung,
Ir Raymond TAM Siu Lun, Ir Linda XIAO Fu
Members in the Environmental Discipline
Ir Mannix CHAN Mong Wah, Ir IP Tat Yan,
Ir Vincent LEE Wai Tak, Ir LEUNG Chi Fung,
Ir Kelvin TANG Sher Kin, Ir Dr Douglas WONG Man Tak,
Ir Alex WONG Wai Keung

Disciplinary Tribunal Panel under the
Electricity Ordinance (Cap 406)

Ir Henry CHEUNG Nin Sang, Ir Ryan LAM Chun Man,
Ir Sherman TONG Wai Ming, Ir Angel WONG Yuen Yee,
Ir YEE Kwong Fai

Gas Safety Appeal Board Panel

Ir Charles CHAN Hing Lung, Ir Steven CHAN Nai Kin,
Ir Jason FAN Kai To

Environmental Protection
Department

Asbestos Administration Committee

Ir CHAN Chi Man

Land and Development
Advisory Committee (LDAC)

LDAC and its Sub-Committees

LDAC
Ir Prof CHAN Siu Lai
Building Sub-Committee
Ir Prof Adam CHOY Siu Chung, Ir Ben TSE Wai Keung
Joint Sub-Committee on Streamlining Development
Control
Regular Member
Ir Eric MA Siu Cheung
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(From 3 March 2021 to 8 June 2021)

Organisation

Board/Committee

Representative(s)/Nominee(s)

LDAC and its Sub-Committees

Alternate Member
Ir Benny LAI Siu Lun

The HKSAR Government
Land and Development
Advisory Committee (LDAC)

Land Sub-Committee
Ir James SZE Wang Cho
Planning Sub-Committee
Ir MAK Ka Wai
Office of the Clerk to the
Board of Review (Inland
Revenue Ordinance)

Board of Review (Inland Revenue Ordinance)

Ir Sidney TONG Pui Keung

BEAM Society Limited

Nominated Director of the BEAM Society Limited

Ir Prof Thomas CHAN Kwok Cheung

Hong Kong Housing Society

Hong Kong Quality Building Assessment Panel
(2021-2023)

Ir Charles LEUNG Yu Wah

Technical Advisory Sub-Committee of the
Hong Kong Quality Building Assessment Panel
(2021-2023)

Ir Charles SO Hung Tak

NOTICES TO MEMBERS

The HKIE’s Nominations for External Boards/Committees

Others

The HKIE’s Submissions to External Organisation
(from 22 March 2021 to 27 June 2021)

Organisation

Submission

The HKSAR Government
Electrical and Mechanical Services
Department

Consultation on the fourth phase of the Mandatory Energy Efficiency Labelling Scheme
(MEELS)

Environmental Protection Department

Public Consultation on the Producer Responsibility Scheme on Plastic Beverage Containers

Trainee of the Year Award 2021
• An award established by the HKIE to recognise outstanding trainees
• Open to all registered Scheme “A” trainees whose nominal training period lies within
1 September 2020 and 31 August 2021
• Application period: 1 May 2021 to 31 August 2021
• Prizes are as follows:
		 1st Prize - HK$10,000

2nd Prize - HK$8,000

3rd Prize - HK$6,000

A souvenir will be awarded to each of the winners’ companies to recognise their contribution and support to
the HKIE at the HKIE Prize Presentation Ceremony. A special feature on the winners will be published in the
Hong Kong Engineer .
Don’t miss this golden chance to recognise your trainees’ outstanding achievements!
The HKIE has the sole discretion to determine the award and the prizes. For enquiries,
please contact the Training & Development Section at 2890 6373 or by email train@hkie.org.hk.
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NOTICES TO MEMBERS

Gratitude to the Assessment/Re-assessment Company
Assessors
The Chairman of the Training Committee, Ir Dr Edward W C Lo, on behalf of the Institution and the Training Committee,
would like to thank the following members for their efforts in conducting the assessments/re-assessment evaluations to
Scheme “A”/Formal Training Scheme to Associate Membership companies in the Session 2020/2021.
ACE
Ir CHEUNG Wan Chuen
BME
Ir Prof CHAN Ling Ming
Ir CHOI Pong Chi
Ir SO Man Kit Bryan
BSS
Ir Philip K S CHAN
Ir CHENG Wai Lung
Ir CHEUNG Kwok Heng
Ir CHUNG Chi Ming
Ir Dr HUI Chun Man
Ir LI Siu Kong Kenneth
BUD
Ir KWOK Chi Tak Philip
Ir LEUNG Chi Hung Ben
Ir MOK Kwok Ho
CAI
Ir Dr MAK Shu Lun
CML
Ir Dr LAU Sin Tong William
CVL
Ir CHAN Kar Lock Eric
Ir KONG Shui Sun
Ir LAM Tin Sing Enoch
Ir LAU Tai Wai David
Ir LO King Yin Victor
Ir MAN Hoi Leung Alan
Ir NG Pak Hung Simon

ELL
Ir AU Tat Kay
Ir CHAN Chau Fat
Ir CHUNG Fuk Wai Simon
Mr WONG Wing Fai
Ir WOO Man Shing

INF
Ir Dr CHAN Fun Ting
Ir Dr KWOK Lam For

ENS
Ir LAI Kin Wah

MAT
Ir CHAN Tain Fai

ENV
Ir CHAN Chung Tak Thomas
Ir Dr LAU Wai Cho Ivan
ENY
Ir AU Tat Kay
Ir Prof LEUNG Kwok Hi Michael

MCL
Ir CHEUK Kim Tang
Ir CHUI Wai Sing
Ir KWOK Wai Man
Ir LAI Kam Hung Steven
Ir SZETO Ka Sing
Ir TAM Chun Kit

FRE
Ir CHIONG Kam Yueng Jacky
Ir TSANG Siu Fai Simon

MIS
Ir CHIU Wing Cheong
Ir HO Sau Chiu

GAS
Ir TONG Yuen Fung Raymond

STL
Ir CHAN Chi Kong
Ir CHAN Sai Cheong Edward
Ir CHIONG Kam Yueng Jacky
Ir LEE Chi Chuen Alexis
Ir Prof LO Sai Huen
Ir TSE Kam Leung
Ir TSE Wai Keung

GEL
Ir CHEUNG Kwan Lewis
Ir CHEUNG Ping Yip Sammy
Ir KWOK Chi Lok Derek
Ir Dr LAU Chi Keung
Ir Dr LEE Da Mang
Ir Dr WONG King Cheong

LTE
Ir Dr TSUI Hon Yan Paul

HKIE Transactions Theme Issue (June 2022) on
"AI for Smart Applications" - Calling for Papers
HKIE Transactions is a quarterly periodical that provides
a forum for discussing all aspects of engineering from both
theoretical and practical perspectives. Full-length papers,
technical notes and discussions on any topic of engineering
are always welcome.
The HKIE Transactions is now inviting you to submit papers for
our Theme Issue on the subject AI for Smart Applications to
be published in HKIE Transactions Volume 29 Number 2, June
2022 issue.
Topics suitable include:
• Artificial intelligence algorithms
• Artificial intelligence applications
• Conventional machine learning systems
• Deep learning systems

For more details about this theme issue, you are invited
to visit the HKIE website at https://www.hkie.org.hk/en/
membership/transactions_call_for_papers

Submit your manuscript via ScholarOne Manuscripts System
(S1M)
Online submission of manuscripts is available at:
http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/thie.
Before submission, authors are invited to check the
submission guidelines at: https://www.hkie.org.hk/en/
membership/transactions/ to view the Instruction for Authors
and Referencing Style.
Enquiries
Email: hkietransactions@hkie.org.hk
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To promote sustainable development, the Institution has
adopted various measures to reduce paper consumption.
Members are encouraged to refer to the electronic version
of the publications which are available on the Institution’s
website and place your order online to minimise the print run.
The HKIE Diary is a pocket planner featuring information
about the Institution and useful telephone numbers. Members
may place an order for a complimentary copy of the HKIE
Diary 2022 at the Member Login Area of the HKIE website
by Tuesday, 31 August 2021.
Upon successful order, members will receive an
acknowledgement email reply in November 2021, and the
HKIE Diary will be sent out in December 2021. Late requests
will only be accommodated while stocks last and an
administrative charge of HK$40 will apply.

Update on SARTOR3
(Standards and Routes to
Registration 3) and
UK-SPEC (The UK Standard
for Professional Engineering
Competence)
The Engineering Council (UK) implemented the SARTOR3
system from 1999. Accredited MEng degrees or accredited
BEng degrees plus matching sections are required to satisfy
the academic requirements for Chartered Engineers in the UK.
The HKIE is a signatory to the Washington Accord and the HKIE
recognises the accredited MEng or accredited BEng degrees
plus matching sections of the Engineering Council (UK) from
first intake year 1999 as satisfying the academic requirements
for Member of the HKIE.

NOTICES TO MEMBERS

HKIE Diary 2022
Place your order online!

The SARTOR3 system has been replaced by the UK-SPEC since
1 March 2004 and the updated academic requirements for
Chartered Engineers (CEng) Registration are as follows:
(i) An accredited integrated MEng degree; or

HKIE Member Login Area
https://www.hkie.org.hk/memberarea/
For enquiries on access to the HKIE Member Login Area,
please contact mlssupport@hkie.org.hk.

Remarks:
• Members are encouraged to update their
correspondence address via the online member profile
update service at the Member Login Area.
• Please note that only subscribed members with valid
membership will receive the publication(s) ordered.
Student Members under the Free Student Membership
Scheme are not eligible to order the Diary.

Online CPD Logbook for
Members of the HKIE
The online CPD logbook service is now in operation to provide
solely for members of the HKIE to record their personal CPD
activities. Members are invited to enter the Member Login
area of our website to access to this online free-of-charge
CPD logbook for keeping a systemic record of their CPD
participation.
For trainees who are under the formal training schemes of the
HKIE, they will remain to be required to record their CPD
activities in the Record of CPD with endorsement by their
Engineering Supervisors.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact the
Member Login Service Support at mlssupport@hkie.org.hk.

(ii) An accredited Bachelors degree with honours in
engineering or technology plus either an appropriate
Masters degree accredited or approved by a professional
engineering institution; or
(iii) An accredited Bachelors degree with honours in
engineering or technology plus appropriate further
learning to Masters level.
In line with these changes, the HKIE shall accept graduates
from the UK as satisfying the academic requirements for
Member of the Institution if they could provide document
proof from the Engineering Council (UK) that they have
satisfied the academic requirements ie either (i), (ii) or (iii) for
Chartered Engineers (CEng) Registration.

Policy on Reinstatement
Corporate Members and Associate Members who have been
removed from the membership roll (due to resignation or
striking off by Council resolution) for more than seven years will
be required to submit fresh applications should they wish to
re-join the Institution. All other grades of members who have
been removed from the membership roll (due to resignation
or striking off by Council resolution) for more than three years
will be required to submit fresh applications should they wish
to re-join the Institution. Subject to the above, the current
payment scale for reinstatement of membership other than
for non-resident members, is a reinstatement fee of HK$400
(for administration purpose), plus all arrears in subscription. The
arrears in subscription shall be subject to a maximum of three
years’ subscriptions prior to the application for reinstatement
of membership.
Non-resident members who apply for the reinstatement
of membership as non-resident members shall only be
required to pay a reinstatement fee of HK$400; all arrears
in subscription shall be waived. All other requirements for
reinstatement of membership shall remain unchanged.
July 2021 I Hong Kong Engineer
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Mandatory Continuing
Professional Development
Requirements for
Corporate Members
Commencing 1 January 2019, competence-based approach
to CPD activities will be fully implemented as part of CPD
requirements for Corporate Members. Corporate Members
are required to undertake, out of the 30 hours per year, at
least 5 hours each for two areas of CPD activities, namely
“Technical Matters” (TM) and “Broader Areas of Studies” (BAS).
Corporate Members are required to complete and return an
annual CPD Declaration Form together with the membership
subscription advice to the Institution. A random checking,
usually 1% sampling, on all Corporate Members, will be
conducted on an annual basis. Members who are selected
for checking will be asked to submit their evidences of CPD.
The following actions shall be taken in case of noncompliance:
1. Corporate Members who fail to comply with the CPD
requirement in the first year selected for sampling will be
asked to submit their records again in the following year;
2. Warning letters will be issued to Corporate Members
who fail to comply in two consecutive years. The HKIE
Continuing Professional Development Committee (CPDC)
will also follow up with those Corporate Members on the
reasons of non-compliance;
3. Corporate Members who fail to comply with the CPD
requirements in the third consecutive year may be invited
to an interview with HKIE CPDC Representative(s);
4. Corporate Members who fail to comply with the CPD
requirements for the 4th consecutive year will have their
names published in Hong Kong Engineer .
For details, please refer to the “Revised Guidance Notes for
Mandatory Continuing Professional Development (CPD) for
Corporate Members” which is available on the HKIE website
at http://www.hkie.org.hk.

Mandatory Basic Safety
Training under the
Factories and Industrial
Undertakings Ordinance,
Cap 59
Corporate Membership has satisfied the Commissioner for
Labour in respect of section 6BA(4), Cap 59 since 1998 on the
understanding that Corporate Members have undertaken
a minimum units in the Continuing Professional Development
(CPD) programmes, which include updates on occupational
health and safety legislation. On the basis that Corporate
Members will continuously update their knowledge in
occupational safety and health through CPD, Corporate
Members of the HKIE do not need to take mandatory basic
safety training before entering construction sites.
Please note that the HKIE is required to provide such CPD
records concerning the recognition of the Corporate
Members’ training for the purpose of section 6BA, Cap 59
upon the request of the Labour Department.
Members may refer to the online references of safety training
from relevant statutory bodies, including the Occupational
Safety & Health Council (http://online.oshc.org.hk/elearning/
learner/elearning_c.htm) and Construction Industry Council
(http://www.cic.hk/eng/main/safety-corner/).

Start your paper-free
reading journey with
Hong Kong Engineer
To be kind to the environment, and to offer readers
a better reading experience online, the printed Hong

Kong Engineer will soon be phased out and transformed
The following Members have failed to comply with the CPD
requirements for four consecutive years:
Ir WONG Kin Nam
Ir SO Chung Yuen
Ir TANG Siu Hung
Ir AU Ka Hung
Ir LO Wing Yiu Jeffrey

to a paper-free, online-only publication starting from
August 2021 with both web and PDF versions for your
choice. You are welcome to start your paperless reading
journey anywhere and anytime on your mobile, tablet
and desktop at: http://www.hkengineer.org.hk.

The Members concerned are urged to take immediate action
to fulfil the CPD requirements.

Read Hong Kong
Engineer Online
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The HKIE Souvenir

The HKIE Diary 2021

With an eye-catching and elegant design, the HKIE Ties
are among the most popular souvenirs for our members. Six
new ties are now available and may be an essential piece
to add to your wardrobe. Embroidered with the simplified
HKIE Dragon Coat of Arms, either in a single, monogram
or two-colour pattern, the ties are timeless accessories for
fellow engineers and suitable for every occasion. The six
new ties are now available at HK$100 each.

This handy pocket Diary features information about
the Institution, useful telephone numbers, notable
dates and railway maps to ensure you keep on
top of your meetings and schedules. Diaries are
available for sale at HK$40 each. Order now while
stocks last.

Simplified Dragon
Embroidered
(Navy blue)

Simplified Dragon
Embroidered
(Burgundy)

Monogram
Dragon Pattern
(Navy Blue)

Monogram
Dragon Pattern
(Burgundy)

Two-colour
Dragon Pattern
(Navy Blue)

Two-colour
Dragon Pattern
(Burgundy)

HKIE Rubik’s Pen Pot

The HKIE Thermo Cup

If you are tired of rummaging around for pens and paper
clips, the HKIE Rubik’s Pen Pot will come in handy for
keeping your desk organised. It comes with a design that
integrates the new HKIE logo with each letter printed on
a side of the pen pot. It has two rows of magnets to store
paper clips, and features a twistable-block that allows
you to have fun
while being practical
at the same time.
The HKIE Rubik’s
Pen Pot is available
at HK$80 each.

Printed with the Dragon and Beaver Coat of Arms
and the new HKIE logo, the HKIE Thermo Cup
combines the HKIE’s tradition and modern simplicity
style. It is great for hot or cold beverages. The button
design enables easy locking and prevents spilling.
Its simple elegance and high practicality can
certainly satisfy your
daily needs. The HKIE
Thermo Cup is now
available for sale at
HK$90 each.

NOTICES TO MEMBERS

HKIE Ties

For enquiries and ordering, please contact our reception desk at 2895 4446.

July 2021 I Hong Kong Engineer
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CPD PROGRAMME

Accredited Certification International Ltd

Safety and 5S in Construction Warehouse (SP08)

ISO 14001:2015 Internal Auditor Training (TE4)

• 13 July 2021 (Tue) (CPD0724)
• 13 August 2021 (Fri) (CPD0824)
• 13 September 2021 (Mon) (CPD0924)
9:30am - 1:30pm; HK$1,100 (HK$1,000 for HKIE Members)

• 5 & 6 July 2021 (Mon & Tue) (CPD0704)
• 5 & 6 August 2021 (Thur & Fri) (CPD0804)
• 6 & 7 September 2021 (Mon & Tue) (CPD0904)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$3,190 (HK$2,990 for HKIE Members)

Integrated Management System Internal Auditor
Training (TM4)
• 5 & 6 July 2021 (Mon & Tue) (CPD0713)
• 5 & 6 August 2021 (Thur & Fri) (CPD0813)
• 6 & 7 September 2021 (Mon & Tue) (CPD0913)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$3,850 (HK$3,650 for HKIE Members)

ISO 55001 Implementation and Documentation (TA3)
• 6 July 2021 (Tue) (CPD0716)
• 6 August 2021 (Fri) (CPD0816)
• 7 September 2021 (Tue) (CPD0916)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,500 (HK$1,400 for HKIE Members)

Six Sigma Yellow Belt (T6YB)
• 7 & 8 July 2021 (Wed & Thur) (CPD0703)
• 9 & 10 August 2021 (Mon & Tue) (CPD0803)
• 8 & 9 September 2021 (Wed & Thur) (CPD0903)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$3,630 (HK$3,430 for HKIE Members)

ISO 9001:2015 Internal Auditor Training (TQ4)
• 7 & 8 July 2021 (Wed & Thur) (CPD0709)
• 9 & 10 August 2021 (Mon & Tue) (CPD0809)
• 8 & 9 September 2021 (Wed & Thur) (CPD0909)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$3,190 (HK$2,990 for HKIE Members)

ISO 50001:2018 Implementation and Documentation
(TNEn3)
• 12 July 2021 (Mon) (CPD0706)
• 12 August 2021 (Thur) (CPD0806)
• 13 September 2021 (Mon) (CPD0906)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,560 (HK$1,460 for HKIE Members)

ISO 55001 Effective Application (TA2)
• 12 July 2021 (Mon) (CPD0715)
• 12 August 2021 (Thur) (CPD0815)
• 14 September 2021 (Tue) (CPD0915)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,500 (HK$1,400 for HKIE Members)

Safety Management and Laboratory Safety
Application Training (SP01)
• 12 July 2021 (Mon) (CPD0718)
• 12 August 2021 (Thur) (CPD0818)
• 13 September 2021 (Mon) (CPD0918)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$2,145 (HK$1,995 for HKIE Members)

IRCA Certificated ISO 14001:2004 EMS Auditor/Lead
Auditor Training (TE9)
• 12, 13, 14, 15 & 16 July 2021 (Mon - Fri) (CPD0705)
• 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 August 2021 (Mon - Fri) (CPD0805)
• 13, 14, 15, 16 & 17 September 2021 (Mon - Fri) (CPD0905)
9:00am - 5:30pm; HK$10,600 (HK$10,400 for HKIE Members)

IRCA Certificated ISO 9001:2015 QMS Auditor/Lead
Auditor Training (TQ9)
• 12, 13, 14, 15 & 16 July 2021 (Mon - Fri) (CPD0725)
• 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 August 2021 (Mon - Fri) (CPD0825)
• 13, 14, 15, 16 & 17 September 2021 (Mon - Fri) (CPD0925)
9:00am - 5:30pm; HK$10,600 (HK$10,400 for HKIE Members)

Safety Tips Training for Works in Office and Out of
Office (SP02)
• 13 July 2021 (Tue) (CPD0719)
• 13 August 2021 (Fri) (CPD0819)
• 14 September 2021 (Tue) (CPD0919)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$2,145 (HK$1,995 for HKIE Members)
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Safe and Civilised Construction (SP03)
• 14 July 2021 (Wed) (CPD0720)
• 16 August 2021 (Mon) (CPD0820)
• 15 September 2021 (Wed) (CPD0920)
9:30am - 1:30pm; HK$1,100 (HK$1,000 for HKIE Members)

Safety Practice in Construction (SP04)
• 15 July 2021 (Thur) (CPD0721)
• 17 August 2021 (Tue) (CPD0821)
• 16 September 2021 (Thur) (CPD0921)
9:30am - 1:30pm; HK$1,100 (HK$1,000 for HKIE Members)

Occupational Safety on Display Screen Equipment
(SP05)
• 16 July 2021 (Fri) (CPD0722)
• 18 August 2021 (Wed) (CPD0822)
• 20 September 2021 (Mon) (CPD0922)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$2,145 (HK$1,995 for HKIE Members)

Safety Practice in Confined Space (SP06)
• 19 July 2021 (Mon) (CPD0723)
• 19 August 2021 (Thur) (CPD0823)
• 21 September 2021 (Tue) (CPD0923)
9:30am - 1:30pm; HK$1,100 (HK$1,000 for HKIE Members)

ISO 50001:2018 Internal Auditor Training (TNEn4)
• 19 & 20 July 2021 (Mon & Tue) (CPD0707)
• 19 & 20 August 2021 (Thur & Fri) (CPD0807)
• 20 & 21 September 2021 (Mon & Tue) (CPD0907)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$3,190 (HK$2,990 for HKIE Members)

ISO 45001:2018 Internal Auditor Training (TNS4)
• 19 & 20 July 2021 (Mon & Tue) (CPD0711)
• 19 & 20 August 2021 (Thur & Fri) (CPD0811)
• 16 & 17 September 2021 (Thur & Fri) (CPD0911)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$2,900 (HK$2,700 for HKIE Members)

ISO 55001 Internal Auditor Training (TA4)
• 19 & 20 July 2021 (Mon & Tue) (CPD0717)
• 19 & 20 August 2021 (Thur & Fri) (CPD0817)
• 16 & 17 September 2021 (Thur & Fri) (CPD0917)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$3,190 (HK$2,990 for HKIE Members)

Six Sigma Green Belt (T6GB)
• 19, 20 & 21 July 2021 (Mon, Tue & Wed) (CPD0714)
• 18, 19 & 20 August 2021 (Wed, Thur & Fri) (CPD0814)
• 15, 16 & 17 September 2021 (Wed, Thur & Fri) (CPD0914)
9:30am - 5:30pm; HK$6,060 (HK$5,860 for HKIE Members)

Key Performance Indicators (TKPI)
• 22 July 2021 (Thur) (CPD0708)
• 23 August 2021 (Mon) (CPD0808)
• 23 September 2021 (Thur)(CPD0908)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$2,590 (HK$2,390 for HKIE Members)

Advanced Quality Circle Facilitator Course (TQC4)
• 22 July 2021 (Thur) (CPD0710)
• 23 August 2021 (Mon) (CPD0810)
• 23 September 2021 (Thur) (CPD0910)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,660 (HK$1,460 for HKIE Members)

ISO 50001:2018 Energy Review Training (TNEn1)
• 23 July 2021 (Fri) (CPD0712)
• 24 August 2021 (Tue) (CPD0812)
• 24 September 2021 (Fri) (CPD0912)
9:30am - 1:00pm; HK$990 (HK$890 for HKIE Members)

Venue: Unit 1901, 19/F, Yen Sheng Centre, 64 Hoi Yuen
Road, Kwun Tong, Kowloon

For course details and application forms, please refer to the Course Calendar under Continuing Professional Development at the HKIE homepage at http://www.hkie.org.hk.
Please note that all course information is subject to alteration by Course Providers without prior notice.

Construction Contract Claims - Principles, Practice and
Processing (CPD0735)
14 July 2021 (Wed); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,500

Enquiries: Training Department at Tel: 3977 8983
Fax: 2806 1940 Email: training@aci-limited.com
Website: http://www.aci-limited.com/

Legal Aspects of Tendering (CPD0837)
20 August 2021 (Fri); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,500

Criminal Law for Construction Professionals (CPD0935)
Gala Education Company

3 September 2021 (Fri); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,500

eLearning Series:

Business Uses of Negotiation and Mediation Skills
(CPD0936)

English for Technical Writing
• 1 - 31 July 2021 (CPD0727)
• 1 - 31 August 2021 (CPD0830)
• 1 - 30 September 2021 (CPD0928)
Duration: three hours; HK$780

Improving the Style of Your English Writing
• 1 - 31 July 2021 (CPD0728)
• 1 - 31 August 2021 (CPD0831)
• 1 - 30 September 2021 (CPD0929)
Duration: three hours; HK$780

Mistakes to Avoid in Conversational English
• 1 - 31 July 2021 (CPD0729)
• 1 - 31 August 2021 (CPD0832)
• 1 - 30 September 2021 (CPD0930)
Duration: three hours; HK$780

The Financial Side of Project Management
• 1 - 31 July 2021 (CPD0730)
• 1 - 31 August 2021 (CPD0833)
• 1 - 30 September 2021 (CPD0931)
Duration: three hours; HK$780

10 September 2021 (Fri); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,500

Contract Law Essentials for Non-lawyers (CPD0937)
24 September 2021 (Fri); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,500

Legal Aspects of NEC Contracts for NEC Project
Managers (CPD0938)
29 September 2021 (Wed); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,500

Venue: HKMA, 14/F, Fairmont House, 8 Cotton Tree
Drive, Central, Hong Kong
Registration: Please download the Enrolment Form from
the HKIE website and return with a crossed cheque
made payable to “Hong Kong Legal Training Institute
Ltd” to Hong Kong Legal Training Institute, Rm 503,
Tower Two, Lippo Centre, Admiralty, Hong Kong.
Enquiries: Tel: 2869 6322 Email: email@hklti.hk

Business Finance for Non-finance Managers

Independent Commission Against Corruption,
Hong Kong Business Ethics Development Centre

• 1 - 31 July 2021 (CPD0731)
• 1 - 31 August 2021 (CPD0835)
• 1 - 30 September 2021 (CPD0932)
Duration: three hours; HK$780

Practising Ethics - An Effective Defence Against
Corruption (CPD0902)

Lessons from Financial Crisis
• 1 - 31 July 2021 (CPD0732)
• 1 - 31 August 2021 (CPD0835)
• 1 - 30 September 2021 (CPD0933)
Duration: four hours; HK$780

Understanding Financial Risk and Hedging by Market
Products
• 1 - 31 July 2021 (CPD0733)
• 1 - 31 August 2021 (CPD0834)
• 1 - 30 September 2021 (CPD0934)
Duration: three hours; HK$780

Registration: Please send an email to
eLearning@galaeducation.com, stating the e-class of
interest and contact information.
Enquiries: Dr Kong at Tel: 9310 7127
Email: info@galaeducation.com
Hong Kong Legal Training Institute

CPD PROGRAMME

Registration: Please download the Enrolment Form
from the HKIE website and return to ACI.

4 September 2021 (Sat); 9:30am - 11:00am; free of charge

Venue: the HKIE
Registration: Please complete the online application
form from the HKIE website.
Enquiries: Tel: 2890 6373 Email: train@hkie.org.hk
Mastermind Training Institute (Hong Kong) Ltd
Essential Finance and Accounting Techniques for
Non-finance Professionals
• 12 July 2021 (Mon) (CPD0760)
• 13 September 2021 (Mon) (CPD0964)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,500

Essentials of NEC4 Engineering Construction Contract
(ECC) (CPD0858)
13 August 2021 (Fri); 9:00am - 5:00pm; HK$2,000

Budgeting and Cost Management for Non-finance
Professionals (CPD0859)

Legal Aspects of Design-build-operate Contracts
(CPD0734)

16 August 2021 (Mon); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,500

9 July 2021 (Fri); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,500

Venue: Pico Tower, Wanchai, Hong Kong
Registration: Please complete the online Enrolment
Form from the HKIE website.

For course details and application forms, please refer to the Course Calendar under Continuing Professional Development at the HKIE homepage at http://www.hkie.org.hk.
Please note that all course information is subject to alteration by Course Providers without prior notice.
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Enquiries: Training Department at Tel: 2709 1038
Fax: 2569 0108 Email: training@master-mind.hk

6, 13, 20 & 27 August 2021 (Fri); 9:00am - 5:30pm; HK$2,500

MindPower Development Academy Co Ltd

Conditions of Contract Course - Civil Works (CPD0826)
24, 31 August & 7, 14 September 2021 (Tue); 7:00pm - 9:30pm; HK$900

Interview Secret Leading to Career Success for
Engineers and Managers
• 7 July 2021 (Wed) (CPD0741)
• 11 August 2021 (Wed) (CPD0842)
• 8 September 2021 (Wed) (CPD0944)
9:00am - 5:00pm; HK$1,800

LEAN Six Sigma Green Belt (BS13503)
• 9, 16, 23 & 30 July 2021 (Fri) (CPD0739)
• 8, 15, 22 & 29 September 2021 (Wed) (CPD0942)
9:00am - 5:00pm; HK$4,800

Behavioural Based Safety Observation for Safety
Officers, Engineers and Managers
• 13 July 2021 (Tue) (CPD0738)
• 17 August 2021 (Tue) (CPD0841)
• 14 September 2021 (Tue) (CPD0941)
9:00am - 5:00pm; HK$3,500

Qualified Vibration Monitoring and Diagnosis Analyst
(Level I)
• 15 July 2021 (Thur) (CPD0740)
• 26 August 2021 (Thur) (CPD0838)
• 16 September 2021 (Thur) (CPD0943)
9:30am - 5:30pm; HK$3,250

Psychology for Safety Officers and Managers
• 19 July 2021 (Mon) (CPD0736)
• 23 August 2021 (Mon) (CPD0839)
9:00am - 5:00pm; HK$3,300

Amazing Presentation Skills for Engineers and Managers

Slope Stability and Slope Maintenance Course (SSM(M))
(CPD0926)
2, 9, 16 & 23 September 2021 (Thur); 7:00pm - 9:00pm; HK$550

Venue: CIC Kowloon Bay Training Centre, 44 Tai Yip
Street, Kowloon Bay, Kowloon
Registration: Please download the Enrolment Form from
the HKIE website and return to HKIC. Applicants will be
arranged to pay course fee only after application is
accepted.
Enquiries: Ms Ho at Tel: 2100 9000 (press 1 - 4)
Fax: 2100 9575 (CPD0726 & CPD0927); Ms Kwan at
Tel: 2100 9000 (press 1 - 4) Fax: 2100 9575 (CPD0828);
Ms Chan at Tel: 2100 9000 (press 1 - 4) Fax: 2100 9575
(CPD0826, CPD0827 & CPD0926); Ms Ng at
Tel: 2100 9000 (press 1 - 4) Fax: 2100 9575 (CPD0829)
SGS Hong Kong Ltd
GRI Standards Certified Training Course (CPD0744)
7 & 8 July 2021 (Wed & Thur); 9:30am - 5:30pm; HK$5,500 (HK$4,400 for HKIE
Members)

ISO 55001 Asset Management for Engineers Training
(CPD0845)

• 21 & 22 July 2021 (Wed & Thur) (CPD0737)
• 25 & 26 August 2021 (Wed & Thur) (CPD0840)
• 29 & 30 September 2021 (Wed & Thur) (CPD0940)
9:00am - 5:00pm; HK$6,800

27 August 2021 (Fri); 9:00am - 6:00pm; HK$1,300 (HK$1,040 for HKIE Members)

Venue: Unit 2101, 21/F, Gala Place, 56 Dundas Street,
Mong Kok, Kowloon

3 September 2021 (Fri); 9:30am - 5:30pm; HK$1,800 (HK$1,440 for HKIE
Members)

Registration: Website: http://www.mpda.com.hk/
registration/

ISO 50001:2018 Energy Management System (EnMS)
Foundation Training (CPD0947)

Venue: Units 303 & 305, 3/F, Building 22E, Phase 3,
Hong Kong Science Park, the New Territories

School of Professional Development in Construction
- Hong Kong Institute of Construction

Registration: Please download the Enrolment Form
from the HKIE website and return with a crossed
cheque made payable to “SGS Hong Kong Ltd SGS Academy” to Ms Sandy Mok, 17/F, The Octagon,
No 6 Sha Tsui Road, Tsuen Wan, the New Territories

Certificate in Digital Construction and Supervision
Technologies for Front-line Supervisors

Enquiries: Ms Sandy Mok at Tel: 2765 3530
Fax: 2333 2257

Enquiries: Miss Melinda at Tel: 8192 9898 Fax: 2474 3821

• 26, 28 July & 2, 4, 9 August 2021 (Mon & Wed) (CPD0726)
• 20, 27, 29 September & 4, 6 October 2021 (Mon & Wed) (CPD0927)
7:00pm - 10:00pm; HK$1,600

Reinforced Concrete - Defect Diagnosis and Remedy
Course (CPD0828)
3, 5, 10 & 12 August 2021 (Tue & Thur); 7:00pm - 10:00pm; HK$800

Fire Prevention and Protection in Building Course
(CPD0827)
4, 11 & 18 August 2021 (Wed); 7:00pm - 10:00pm; HK$600
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Building Information Modelling (BIM) Advanced
Modelling Course (Architecture) - Revit (CPD0829)

Sigma Breakthrough Technologies International
(Hong Kong) Ltd
Completing Project on Time, Within Budget and Deliver
in Full
• 2 July 2021 (Fri) (CPD0742)
• 16 July 2021 (Fri) (CPD0743)
• 6 August 2021 (Fri) (CPD0843)
• 20 August 2021 (Fri) (CPD0844)
• 3 September 2021 (Fri) (CPD0945)
• 17 September 2021 (Fri) (CPD0946)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,500 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

For course details and application forms, please refer to the Course Calendar under Continuing Professional Development at the HKIE homepage at http://www.hkie.org.hk.
Please note that all course information is subject to alteration by Course Providers without prior notice.

Enquiries: Ms Lau at Tel: 2111 0323
Email: info@sbti.com.hk
STEP Coaching & Consulting Ltd
High Impact Presentation (CPD0745)
5 July 2021 (Mon); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$1,500 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Creativity and Innovation (CPD0746)
6 July 2021 (Tue); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$1,500 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

TQM Consultants Company Ltd
Professional Project Management
• 2 July 2021 (Fri) (CPD0749)
• 14 July 2021 (Wed) (CPD0753)
• 20 July 2021 (Tue) (CPD0755)
• 31 July 2021 (Sat) (CPD0759)
• 4 August 2021 (Wed) (CPD0848)
• 16 August 2021 (Mon) (CPD0852)
• 25 August 2021 (Wed) (CPD0855)
• 15 September 2021 (Wed) (CPD0957)
• 30 September 2021 (Thur) (CPD0963)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

CPD PROGRAMME

Registration: Please complete the online Enrolment
Form from the HKIE website.

Becoming an Inspirational Leader (CPD0750)
5 July 2021 (Mon); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Seven Habits of Success (CPD0747)
26 & 27 July 2021 (Mon & Tue); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$3,000 (HK$2,600 for HKIE
Members)

NLP and Enneagram in Biz Context (CPD0846)
2 & 3 August 2021 (Mon & Tue); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$3,000
(HK$2,600 for HKIE Members)

Strategy and KPI in Action (CPD0868)
9 & 10 August 2021 (Mon & Tue); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$3,000
(HK$2,600 for HKIE Members)

Customer Satisfaction Excellence (CPD0950)
6 September 2021 (Mon); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$1,500 (HK$1,300 for HKIE
Members)

Management of Change (CPD0948)
7 September 2021 (Tue); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$1,500 (HK$1,300 for HKIE
Members)

Leadership Skill (CPD0952)
20 September 2021 (Mon); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$1,500 (HK$1,300 for HKIE
Members)

Conflict Management through DISC Assessment
(CPD0951)
21 September 2021 (Tue); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$1,500 (HK$1,300 for HKIE
Members)

Coaching and Communication Excellence (CPD0949)

Sustainable Development Planning Workshop
• 8 July 2021 (Thur) (CPD0751)
• 2 August 2021 (Mon) (CPD0847)
• 7 August 2021 (Sat) (CPD0849)
• 18 September 2021 (Sat) (CPD0958)
1:30pm - 5:30pm; HK$4,800 (HK$4,500 for HKIE Members)

Creating a Well-organised Workplace with 5S
• 10 July 2021 (Sat) (CPD0752)
• 24 September 2021 (Fri) (CPD0960)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Enhancing Business Efficiency and Effectiveness with
LEAN
• 17 July 2021 (Sat) (CPD0754)
• 21 September 2021 (Tue) (CPD0959)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Achieving Timeliness, Quality and Margin with Seven
QC Tools
• 23 July 2021 (Fri) (CPD0756)
• 9 September 2021 (Thur) (CPD0955)
• 27 September 2021 (Mon) (CPD0962)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Impactful Communication and Negotiation Skills
• 26 July 2021 (Mon) (CPD0757)
• 28 August 2021 (Sat) (CPD0856)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

27 & 28 September 2021 (Mon & Tue); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$3,000
(HK$2,600 for HKIE Members)

Accelerating Your Business' Growth with Six Sigma
(CPD0758)

Venue: 1/F, Nathan Tower, 518 - 520 Nathan Road,
Yaumatei, Kowloon (to be confirmed)

29 July 2021 (Thur); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Registration: Please download the Enrolment Form from
the HKIE website and return with a crossed cheque
made payable to “STEP Coaching & Consulting Ltd” to
Mr Stephen Lam, or direct payment to HSBC account
number: 801-147406-838.
Enquiries: Mr Stephen Lam at Tel: 6048 8001
Email: cpd@step-coaching.com.hk
Website: http://www.step-coaching.com.hk

Successful Manager Series - (2) Workshop on Building
Your Influencing Power
• 10 August 2021 (Tue) (CPD0850)
• 25 September 2021 (Sat) (CPD0961)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Design Thinking Workshop (CPD0851)
13 August 2021 (Fri); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$2,000 (HK$1,700 for HKIE Members)

Managing Health and Safety of Your Staffs in
Compliance with ISO 45001 (CPD0853)
19 August 2021 (Thur); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE
Members)

ISO14001:2015 EnMS Internal Auditor Training (CPD0854)
21 August 2021 (Sat); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Building Win-win Partnership in Your Supply Chain
(CPD0857)
31 August 2021 (Tue); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE
Members)

For course details and application forms, please refer to the Course Calendar under Continuing Professional Development at the HKIE homepage at http://www.hkie.org.hk.
Please note that all course information is subject to alteration by Course Providers without prior notice.
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CPD PROGRAMME

Securing Sensitive Data in Your Company (CPD0954)
6 September 2021 (Mon); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE
Members)

No More Downtime! Securing Business' Asset to Enable
Business Continuity with ISO 55001 (CPD0956)
11 September 2021 (Sat); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE
Members)

Venue: Training Centre of TQM Consultants Co Ltd,
11/F, Lockhart Centre, 301 - 307 Lockhart Road,
Wan Chai, Hong Kong
Registration: Please download the Enrolment Form
from the HKIE website and return with a crossed
cheque made payable to “TQM Consultants Co Ltd”
to the Account Department, TQM Consultants Co Ltd,
11/F, Lockhart Centre, 301 - 307 Lockhart Road, Hong
Kong, or direct payment to HSBC account number:
159-098045-838.
Enquiries: Training Department at Tel: 2569 2883
Fax: 2569 0108 Email: training@tqm.com.hk

• 1 - 31 July 2021 (CPD0767)
• 1 - 31 August 2021 (CPD0866)
• 1 - 30 September 2021 (CPD0971)
Any time; HK$800

eLearning: OHSAS 18001:2007 Implementation Practice
and Skill
• 1 - 31 July 2021 (CPD0768)
• 1 - 31 August 2021 (CPD0867)
• 1 - 30 September 2021 (CPD0972)
Any time; HK$2,500

Registration: Registration via online training platform at
http://www.procpdonline.com
Enquiries: Email: usafecourse@gmail.com

Standard Enrolment Procedures
Please complete and return the Standard Reply Form together
with a crossed cheque (if required) to respective organisers.
You may refer to respective course details for payment
method.

U-Safe Consultancy Workshop (Online CPD Course)

Please be reminded that applications will not be accepted
without submission of the appropriate fee.

eLearning: How to Report Environmental Performance

For further details of the Standard Enrolment Procedures when
applying CPD courses and/or seminars organised by the HKIE,
please refer to the HKIE homepage at http://www.hkie.org.hk.

• 1 - 31 July 2021 (CPD0761)
• 1 - 31 August 2021 (CPD0860)
• 1 - 30 September 2021 (CPD0965)
Any time; HK$1,200

eLearning: Introduction of Environmental Audit
• 1 - 31 July 2021 (CPD0762)
• 1 - 31 August 2021 (CPD0861)
• 1 - 30 September 2021 (CPD0966)
Any time; HK$1,200

eLearning: Assurance Techniques for Compliance with
Health and Safety Rules
• 1 - 31 July 2021 (CPD0763)
• 1 - 31 August 2021 (CPD0862)
• 1 - 30 September 2021(CPD0967)
Any time; HK$2,000

eLearning: How to Implement Sustainable Construction
Practices
• 1 - 31 July 2021 (CPD0764)
• 1 - 31 August 2021 (CPD0863)
• 1 - 30 September 2021(CPD0968)
Any time; HK$800

eLearning: How to Manage Environmental Aspects
and Hazards
• 1 - 31 July 2021 (CPD0765)
• 1 - 31 August 2021 (CPD0864)
• 1 - 30 September 2021 (CPD0969)
Any time; HK$800

eLearning: Occupational Health and Hygiene
Management Practices
• 1 - 31 July 2021 (CPD0766)
• 1 - 31 August 2021 (CPD0865)
• 1 - 30 September 2021 (CPD0970)
Any time; HK$2,500
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eLearning: Transition Guidance in ISO 45001:2018
Occupational Health and Safety Management System

Enquiries
Please contact Training & Development Section, the HKIE at
Tel: 2895 4446 Fax: 2577 7791.

Continuing Professional
Development (CPD)
Requirements for Candidates
Applying to Become Corporate/
Associate Members
Candidates who would like to apply for Corporate or Associate
Membership must meet the CPD requirements of the Institution.
For application to Corporate Membership, candidates under
formal training route (Scheme “A”) must have undertaken a
minimum average of 45 hours (7.5 days) per year calculated
from the commencement date of Scheme “A”, up to the time
of the Professional Assessment. For general experience route,
candidates must meet a minimum average of 45 hours per
year for the six years immediately prior to their application
for Professional Assessment. For mature route, candidates
must have undertaken an average of 45 hours (7.5 days) per
year of relevant extra developmental updating for the three
years immediately prior to their application for Professional
Assessment.
For application to Associate Membership, candidates
under formal training route must have undertaken a
minimum average of 45 hours (7.5 days) per year from the
commencement date of training scheme, up to the time of
the Assessment. For general experience route or mature route,
candidates must have undertaken a minimum average of
45 hours (7.5 days) per year for the two years immediately prior
to their application for Assessment.

For course details and application forms, please refer to the Course Calendar under Continuing Professional Development at the HKIE homepage at http://www.hkie.org.hk.
Please note that all course information is subject to alteration by Course Providers without prior notice.
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LEGCO NEWS

WK Lo's LegCo Express
second group with 1,150 subsidy places
is for assistant professionals of the
engineering, architectural, surveying,
town planning and landscape
sectors. Furthermore, the Scheme “A”
Engineering Graduate Training subsidy
quota for this year will be increased
from 270 to 500.

Issued a proposal of “Ten-year
Housing Plan for Hong Kong”

Ir Dr The Hon Lo Wai Kwok
Representative of the Engineering
Functional Constituency of the
Legislative Council

Together with some other LegCo
Members, I issued a proposal of
“Ten-year Housing Plan for Hong Kong”
and put forward three goals and five
recommendations to increase the
supply of land and housing in
a multi-pronged manner, so as to
develop 2,400 hectares of land, to
increase 650,000 public and private
housing units, to increase the average
living space per capita from 161 sq ft to
200 sq ft, and to create 600,000 jobs.

Room 709, 7/F, Legislative Council Complex,
1 Legislative Council Road, Central,
Hong Kong
Tel: 2539 0610 Fax: 2539 0621
Email: wklo@engineer.com
Website: http://www.irdrwklo.hk

Government continues support
for engineering, architectural,
surveying, town planning and
landscape sectors
At the Chief Executive’s Questionand-answer Session on 2 June 2021,
I urged the Government to continue
the measures introduced last year to
support the employment training of
graduates and young people. It just so
happened that the Environment Bureau
announced on the same day that it
will offer more than 800 environmentalrelated jobs under Green Employment
Scheme again. On 11 June 2021,
the Government announced that a
total of 1,700 subsidy places will be
provided under Support Measure 2.0.
The first group provides 550 subsidy
places to fresh graduates who studied
architecture, surveying, town planning
and landscape architecture. The

Funding projects approved in
the PWSC and the FC
On 12 May 2021, the Public Works
Subcommittee (PWSC) approved
HK$39.4 billion for three funding projects
including the construction of a new
acute hospital at Kai Tak Development
Area, and expanding North District
Hospital and Lai King Building in
Princess Margaret Hospital to enhance
service capacity. On 20 May 2021,
another allocation of HK$10.6 billion
was approved for the development
of Chinese Medicine Hospital and
establishment of Government Chinese
Medicines Testing Institute in Tseung
Kwan O. The projects together with
the others would be forwarded to
the Finance Committee (FC) for final
funding approval.
On 14 May 2021, the FC approved
a funding request of HK$0.86 billion for
the development of the Vocational
Training Council Aviation and Maritime
Education Centre at Tsing Yi. On 28 May
2021, a funding project of HK$135 million
was approved to upgrade the facilities
of the Hong Kong Wetland Park.
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Raised a question of Policy
Innovation and Co-ordination
Office
At the LegCo meeting on 5 May 2021,
I asked the Government whether the
work of Policy Innovation and
Co-ordination Office (PICO) includes
assisting the senior government
management in gauging public
sentiment and opinion and whether
the Government has formulated key
performance indicators for the work
of PICO. To view my question and the
Government’s reply, please visit the
website at https://www.info.gov.hk/gia/
general/202105/05/P2021050500317.
htm?fontSize=3.

Raised a question of telephone
deception cases
At the LegCo meeting on 12 May 2021,
I asked the Government of the number
of reports involving telephone
deception received by the Police in
each of the past three years; whether
the Government has considered
amending the relevant legislation
(including raising the penalties)
and enacting new legislation and
whether the Government will enhance
the cooperation with the banking
sector. To view my question and the
Government’s reply, please visit the
website at https://www.info.gov.hk/gia/
general/202105/12/P2021051200613.htm?
fontSize=3.

Raised an oral question
of achieving the carbon
neutrality target
At the LegCo meeting on 26 May 2021,
I asked the Government whether it
has drawn up comprehensive policy
directions and measures in areas such
as waste treatment, energy supply,
green building, green transportation,
cleaner production and green
finance in order to achieve carbon
neutrality before 2050; whether the
Government will establish a regular
communication mechanism with the
Central ministries and the governments
of Guangdong Province and Macao,
so as to coordinate the implementation
of carbon reduction initiatives in the
Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao
Greater Bay Area; and whether
the Government will strengthen the
training and support for the relevant
talents. To view my question and the
Government’s reply, please visit the
website at https://www.info.gov.hk/gia/
general/202105/26/P2021052600578.
htm?fontSize=3.
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Postgraduate Scheme in

CONSTRUCTION
&
ENVIRONMENT
Master of Science (MSc) Programmes

Building Services Engineering
屋宇設備工程學
Civil Engineering
土木工程學
Construction and Real Estate
建築及房地產學
Construction Law and Dispute Resolution
建築法及爭議解決學
Environmental Management and Engineering
環境管理及工程學
Facility Management
設施管理
Fire and Safety Engineering
消防及安全工程學
Geomatics (Geographic Information Systems)
測繪及地理資訊學 ( 地理資訊 )
Geomatics (Surveying)
測繪及地理資訊學 ( 測量 )
High Performance Buildings
高效能建築

Enquiries

CY

(852) 3400-8496

Project Management
項目管理

(852) 2362-2574

Sustainable Urban Development
可持續城市發展學

faculty.ce@polyu.edu.hk

Urban Informatics and Smart Cities
城市信息學及智慧城市

https://www.polyu.edu.hk/fce/study/
taught-postgraduate-programmes/
Application via Study@PolyU website at
www.polyu.edu.hk/study

Doctor of International Real Estate and
Construction Programme

(*hosted by the Department of Building and Real Estate)

國際房地產及建築博士學位

Notice: The HKIE does not pre-approve any CPD activities/courses. In regard to the academic requirements for membership of the HKIE, please refer to the accredited programmes listed in the HKIE website.
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